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Building Committee.
Halts Lab Extension
New Media Lab Building Awaits Donations
Inc. At the time, the donation was
one of the largest ~n MIT history,
the MIT News Office said in a press
Funding shortages have caused a
release.
temporary halt to construction on
The new building
will add
the Media Laboratory's four-year197,000 square feet adjacent to the
old extension project.
,Wiesner Building, which houses the'
In late July, the MIT Building
Media Lab and the List Visual Arts
Committee voted against hlUnching
Center. The extension is to include
the project's
construction
phase
the Okawa C~nter for Future 'Chiluntil more fundjng could be raised.
dren, ,at which researchers
will
Last week, the expansion project
managers asked the City of Cam- ' "rethink the design of digital technorogies to meet the needs of chilbridge for a 12-month extension for
dren," the press release said.
construction.
Groundbreaking
on the project
After a delay to solicit more
had been scheduled to begin last
donations,
the new building
is
June, but was cancelled after the
expected to be ready for occupancy
laboratory
failed
to meet its
in January 2006: said Gregory L.
fundraising goals in time.
Tucker, the Media Lab's facilities
director.
Managers hopeful on fundraising
Two-thirds
of the required
"The Media Lab's fundraising
amount has been donated so far,
record is strong,"
said Martha
said Alexandra L. Kahn, a Media
Ondras -MAr '74, the project's
Lab spokesperson: Construction of
senior manager. "There is a strong
the new' building will not continue
,interest in their programs."
until MIT has raised the remaining
Unfortunately,
however, "it is
third, she said.
difficult to 'get very large gifts at
Okawa donation started extension
time when people are being careful
about money," she said.'
" The extension project had been
'In the meantime, "everyone is
jump-started in 1998 by a $27- million donation from the late Isao ' stuck in the same crowded condi,'
Okawa, the foim~r chairman of
_Media
Lab, Page 15
C.SK Corp and Sega El!terprises

By Lauren E. LeBon
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New York City Fire Department safety director Michael Bellone, suits up eight-year-old Jamie Joyce durIng an, Mil comm~nity event last Sunday, commemorating the anniversary' of Sept. U, 2001. Activities marking the anniversary of the Sept. 11 terrorist attacks -continue through today and Wednesday.

Trujillo Addresses UA at Meeting

a Councilors Question Proposal on 'Confidential Medical Transportation
By Kathy Un
At its first meeting of the fall
term, the Undergraduate
Association Council sharply questioned
,Associate D~~n Daniel Trujillo on

Students ~aise Alp~e.Bagel's .Food,
But CrJticize .Resta.urartt's Long Waits
By Veena' Ramaswamy
, Alpine Bagel Cafe opened to general acclaim last Friday, but students
complained o[,interminable waits as
,the new Student Center restaurant
continues to hire more employees to
meet the ~expectedly high demand.

"The best way to describe Alpine
right now is a work in progress," said
Chris Sullivan? an Alpine represtmta:tive;, /
MIT is Alpine's seventh college
location, but its opening weekend'
here "has been extremely busy, much
more than we've seen at any other

school,'" he said.
Construction delays had set back
the opening ~y tylo weeks, and the
rush to' open nas given Alpine grow..:
ing pains. The restaurant has started'
photocopying its menus. On Sunday
Alpine, Page 15

MIT's developing
policy on the
confidentiality of student-run medical transportation on campus.
Trujillo, the associate dean for
alcohol education and community
development, was the guest speaker at the meeting, addressing' the
council on the proposed policy that
a student's
first use of medical
transportation be kept confidential.
On a sec,ond use, however, "the
appropriate dean and a peer jl,ldicial board would be informed of
the offense," he said.
Records would be kept by MIT
Medical to aid in treatment, and to
enable the medical department to
inform campus authorities of a sec'ond use of medical transportation.
The students who run the medical
transportation service would not be
responsible for reporting students'
'second 'use.
, Student volunteers are currently taking over the role of emer-

gency medical transportation
the MITPolice.

from

VA Councilors criticize proposal
Council~)fs expressed
disapproval of the proposed second-use
disclosure policy, saying they w~re
concerned that the lack of confidentiality on the second use would
discourage stud~nts from using the
service, putting student lives at
risk.
In response, Trujillo said that
the policy "is still a work in
progress" and that the administration is "working to find a balance
between confidentiality
and safety."
Trujillo said he believed that
the confidentiality
issues will be
res,olved. "In my vision for the
future, everyone knows, what to
expect and these issues aren't a
UA Meeting, Page 17

Police Release 2001 Report
On Crime Incidents at MIT
By Nathan Collins
EXECUTIVE
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BUSY BAGEL BAR-Mark
Austerlo hands 'a student her change at the Alpine Bagel Cafe on Monday
night. Students said they like the food, but dislike ~he long walts. Alpine Bagel,Cafe is hiring new staff
to cope with the high deman~.

8,uper Mario
Sunshine is

Comics

The number of serious crimes at
MIT changed little in 2001 compared
with previous years, the MIT Police
disclosed in their' annual survey of
campus crime. MIT's level of reported crimes was again dramatically
lower than that of Harvard University.
The 2001 MIT report lists 3"0
occurrences
of ~'serious crime,"
including rapes, robberies, and aggravated assaults. S~iiar,numbers
were
reported in previous years, with 27
se'rious crimes in 1998, 33 in 1999,
and 30 in 2000.
_Harvard University reports less-

OPINION

Aimee L. Smith questions the
legitimacy of America's newest
heroes.

another fantastic' game.
Page 8

EDITOR

Page 6

Page 5

comprehensive statistics than MIT
does, but reported 27 robberies, 29
aggravated
assaults, and 32 sex
offenses, for a total of at ,least 88
"serious crimes" under the MIT classification. The University. of California at Berkeley reported .about 20
"serious crimes."

MIT reports four sex offenses
The police report disclosed a total
of four reported "forcible sex offenses" during 200 I, down from six incidents the previous year. Harvard
reported 32 forcible sex offenses in
2001, while U.c. Berkeley.had seven.
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Public Confidence
Think
Tank
Report
Says
Iraq
Charities Declines
Could Get. Nukes in 'Months'

In
TIlE II'ASIUNGTON

POST

WASHINGTON

Not so many months ago, Americans were dipping into their
pockets like never before, pouring more than $2 billion into charitable causes in the aftermath of Sept. 11. For a time, the nation's nonprofit groups were riding high in the public's esteem.
No longer, though. An unfolding list of questionable dealings from the financial irregularities acknowledged at the United Way of
the National Capital Area to the lavish spending of AIDS Ride promoter Pallotta TeamWorks to the stumbles of the American Red
Cross in attempting to use its Sept. II donations for other causes has caused public confidence in charities to plummet.
The percentage of people who say they have no confidence in such
organizations has doubled since July 2001, to 16 percent, according to
nationwide surveys by the Brookings Institution and Independent Sector, an association of nonprofit groups. At the other end of the scale,
the proportion of those who say they have "a lot" of tmst in charities
has slipped from one in four last July to less than one in five.
When the question is narrowed to just federated appeals such as the
United Way, the confidence level tails ofT even more abmptly: Those
with "a lot" of tmst have fallen from 39 percent a year ago to 26 percent, and those with "none" have grown from 13 percent to 17 percent.

Judge in Cigarette Smuggling Case
Did Not Disclose Ties to Tobacco
l.OS ANGEl.ES TIMES

Federal Judge Lewis A. Kaplan was part of the 2-1 majority that
gave the tobacco industry one of its biggest legal victories in recent
years - a mling upholding dismissal of Canada's cigarette smuggling case against RJ. Reynolds Tobacco Co. The mling last October
by the 2nd U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals not only derailed Canada's
multibillion-dollar claim, but quickly led to dismissal of similar suits
against cigarette makers by the European Community and Colombia.
Internal documents disclosed in tobacco litigation show that
Kaplan had represented Brown & Williamson Tobacco Corp. as a
private attorney during the 1970s and ' 80s. The documents show that
as part of Kaplan's work for B&W, he participated in meetings of the
Committee of Counsel, the inner sanctum of top tobacco-lawyers that
mapped the companies' joint legal and political strategies - including how to temper government action on tobacco smuggling.
Kaplan did not disclose his former ties with the industry to
lawyers for the government of Canada, though legal experts say he
didn't have to. Nonetheless, tobacco industry foes, who said the mling was of immeasurable benefit to the entire industry, not just R.J.
Reynolds, reacted with surprise and anger.

Brain May Be Har~WIred

For Counting
TflE

W:1SIU,vGTO.v

POST

The ability to count may be hard-wired into the brain - a basic
mental ability on which the eventual mastery of arithmetic may rest,
according to new research.
Specific sets of neurons in the brain are designed to rapidly
process quantities and numbers. This may be what allows people to
make rapid guesses about relative size - and in prehistoric times
might have allowed animals roaming the tundra to quickly estimate
the numbers of their friends and foes.
Neurons in the prefrontal cortex of the brain - the executive center
that makes rapid-fire decisions - quickly rewire themselves to recognize different numbers of objects, according to an animal study published in the Sept. 6 issue of Science by Andreas Nieder, David 1. Freedman and Earl K. Miller of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.

amounts to, compelling justificanot a high probability, it has to be
tion for an immediate
military
seen as a real risk that could drastrike, said Charles Heyman, editor
matically and quickly shift the balof lane's World Armies.
ance of power," the study said.
"It said there was no justifica- .
Otherwise,
it concluded,
Iraq
tion now, but further down the line
would require at least several more
there might be," Heyman said.
years 'and substantial amounts of
"There was nothing startling, no
foreign materials and equipment to
killer facts, nothing which says,
build a nuclear bomb.
'This has got to be done now.' I
British Prime Minister Tony
don't think the population in the
Blair is striving to convince dubiU.K. or the U.S. would want.'to go
ous Britons of the need to confront
to war against Iraq with the eviIraq. His government
Monday
dence we had this morning,"
he
cited the think tank's assessment
said.
'
as justification
for the hard-line
Research for the study began in
stance taken by Blair and the Bush
June. The authors
are former
administration.
weapons inspectors and military
"The IISS dossier is an impresexperts who drew on information
sive chronicle," said a spokesman
from U.N. inspectors~ Iraqi defecfor the Foreign Office. "It demontors, declassified CIA and Pentastrates that this [weapons] program
. 'gon reports, and other sources culcontinues to this day."
tivated by the 40-year-old
think
Nonetheless,
defense analysts
tank:, institute director John Chip- _
said that Blair will have to make a
man told reporters.,
more convincing
case when he
Chipman said his organization'
presents
an official
dossier on
did not intend to advocate
or
Iraq's a'rsenal, presumably based
oppose military action, but rather
on intelligence data unavailable to
wanted to put forward the best
the thiilk tank, in coming weeks.
available. facts.
Nothing in Monday's
report

By Sebastian Rotella
and Janet Stobart
LOS ANGELES

TlME:S
LONDON

Iraq needs several years and
extensive
foreign assistance
to
develop a nuclear weapon, but it
could produce one "in a matter of
months" if it acquired raw materials from foreign sources, according
to a study released Monday by a
British think tank.
Welcomed by British leaders
who regard Saddam Hussein as an
urgent threat, the report by the
respected International Institute of
Strategic Studies was a grim portrait of Iraq's nuclear, biological
and chemical weapons capabilities.
Nonetheless, the findings were less
dire than recent warnings by. the
British and U.S. governments.
The 74-page dossier examined
the risk that U.S. officials have
highlighted in recent dl\Ys: Hussein's alleged efforts to obtain the
fissile material
for building
a
nuclear device.
"While Iraqi acquisition of fissile material on the black market is

Arafat Says Terror M~tStop,
Promises. Elections in January
carried out by state, by group or by
individuals." He expressed sympaRAMALLAH, WEST BANK
thy for Americans preparing for the
of the Sept. 11
, Speaking to the largest gathering . first anniversary
attacks,
which
he called
an
of Palestinian
legislators
in two
"unprecedented crime."
years, Yasser Arafat on Monday
In an apparent reference to suicondemned
terrorist
attacks on
. cide bomb attacks 'by Palestinians
Israeli civilians while excoriating
that have take'n a heavy toll on_
Israel for attacks on Palestinians.
Israel, Arafat said, "Our national
In a rambling speech delivered at
interest and the necessity to maintimes in a near-whisper, the Palestain international
support for our
tinian Authority
president
also
just cause force us to reiterate our
promised elections in early January,
stand in condemning all these acts
promptipg catcalls from some legisof terror against Isra,eli civilians, but'
lators who demanded that he deliver.
also to condemn every act of terror
an official decree setting the date.
against Palestinian civilians."
Arafat, who appeared weak and
Israeli, ieaders were largely disat times fumbled with his micromissive of Arafat's remarks, saying
phone, apologized early in his 70they wanted action, not words.
minute speech, saying, "I'm sorry, I
"Arafat'.s statement is worthhave a bit of flu."
less," said Tzachi Hanegbi, a lead- ,
In what one Palestinian legislator
ing member of Prime Minister
described as a bid to regain internaAriel Sharon's
Likud Party. He
tional acceptance, Arafat repeatedly
called the Palestinian
leader "a
condemned terrorism, "whether it is
By Mitchell Landsberg

LOS ANGELES

TIMES

pathological liar. "
Another Likud member of parliament, Danny Naveh; said Israeli'
authorities should have preve'nted
the Palestinian Legislative CounCil
from meeting at all ..
"It would have been better pot to
make a move.which
may breathe
.new life into Arafat," he said. "This
meeting may reinforce his legitimacy, something which I believe isn't
in our interest."
,
Sharon and President Bush have
'said they don't consider Arafat a
.tmstworthy partner in peace negotiations and have called for new~
Palestinian 'leadership. However;
Arafat is considered almost certain
to win re-election as president of the
Palestinian Authority.
,Legislators have been pressing
Arafat to set a date for elections~
both for president and for parliament. 'Parliamentary
elections
haven't been held since 1996:

WEATHER
Heat Relief a Day Away
By Greg Lawson
SfilFF
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Yesterday the National Hurricane Center announced the formation of Subtropical Storm Gustav just off the coast of the Carolinas. Gustav is "subtropical" as opposed to "tropical" because he formed fairly far north and lacks the
signature warm-core that most tropical disturbances exhibit; most of our typical weather bearers are cold-core storms. Still, strong organized convection has
been observed within the storm and his winds are strong enough to be classified as tropical storm strength. Gustav is currently moving slightly towards the
Outer Banks, but early forecasts agree that he will certainly recurve out to sea.
Landfall seems unlikely, though many coastal communities will surely feel his
effects with higher seas and associated rain and wind.
But we won't have to worry about Gustav until Wednesday. First we'll
have to contend with today's very warm, humid conditions and the cold front
due to roll through tonight. It will approach from the northwest, and will bring
partly to mostly cloudy skies. Look for cooler temperatures and strong, gusty
winds. Skies will clear up and the air will warm up as the week ends and a high
pressure system builds into the area.
Extended forecast
Today: Hot and muggy. Mostly clear skies. Southwesterly winds. High of
90°F (32°C).
Tonight: Warm and muggy. Clouds arriving later. Low of 68°F (20°C).
\Vednesday: Cooler and cloudy. Gusty winds. High of only 71°F (22°C).
Nighttime low near 50°F ( 10°C).
Thursday: Still cool with' clearer skies and lighter winds. High in th~ low
to mid-70s F (22-24 C). Lows in the upper 50s (14-16 C).
Friday and beyond: Gradual warming with clear skies. Look for a beautiful weekend!
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Rally. Commemorates Massood,
Murdered Anti.-Taliban Leader
By John Danlszewskl

10,000 or so gathered to listen in
adjacent fields.
KABUL, AFGHANISTAN
Monday was declared a holiday,
A rally in Kabul Monday was
and electricity, normally shut off in
the climax of nationwide commemthe city during the daytime recently
orations of the assassination a year
to conserve water at hydroelectric
ago of Ahmed Shah Massood, the
plants, remained on so that people
leader of the anti- Taliban resistance
would be able to watch the fo~rwho was killed by suspected alhour ~emorial ceremony on televi'Qaida operatives
just two days / sion. , ,"
.
before the terrorist attacks on the'
But while the ceremonies around
. United States.
the country and state-organized pilAmid heavy security, 'the streets
grimages to Massood's' mausoleum
of Kabul, the Afghan capital, wer~ ' in the Panjshir Valley inspired in
abundantly lined with portraits of
many a feeling of sadness, they also
Massood.
Police and soldiers
carried a strong overtone of propa-:
donned T-shirts depicting his face
ganda benefiting Massood's Northas they ushered a crowd estimated at
em Alliance movement. The Northmore than 10,000 people into the , em Alliance controls some of the
main fDotball stadium. Another
most powerful positions 'within the
LOS ANGELES

TIMES

t

new Afghan state.
Massood, an ethnic Tajik, is a
hero to Tajiks, who made up most
of the Northern Alliance forces. But
he is not nearly so popular among
other groups, who remember his
role - along with those of other
moujahedeen
commanders
- in
largely destroying Kabul during a'
1992-96 civil war.
No such criticisms of Massood
were heard at the rally in Kabul,
where his 13-year-old son, Alimed,
rail-thin and dressed in a tie and the
brown' woolen cap favored by his
father, 'stood under an en,ormous
, p.ortrait of Massood and received
endless kisses from bearded'dignitaries praising the man known as
"the Lion of the Panjshir."

.Japan, Wary of Military Build-up,
Announces It will Cut China Aid
. By John Pomfret
THE WASHINGTONPOST

BEIJING

'Japan will likely cut its aid to
China significantly again this' year
,because the Japanese are increasingly suspicious of China, and Japan's
government
is. concerned
about
China's military. build-up, Japanese,
officials said Monday .
The announcement was made as
Japan's foreign minister Yoriko
Kawaguchi wrapped up a three-day
trip,to BeijiDg and was an indication
of a growing distaQ-ce betWeen falterihg Japan> which nas seen its
economy barely grow in .10 years,
and emergent China, which areams
of replacing Tokyo as Asia's eco:"
nomic and military power. )'
l

~'..

The two countries will commemreports questioning China's gratiorate 30 years of diplomatic relatude and partly because of a broader
tions on Sepj. 29, but the cereanti-Chinese shift in Japan, aid for
monies will be largely subdued. It is
China has become a hot button topic
unclear whether Prime Minister
in Tokyo.
,
Junichiro Koizumi, whom China
Japan cut its overseas develophad informally;invited to attend the
n'lent assistance t~ China by, 25 perceremonies, 'Vill tak~ part. Many
cent during fiscal year 2001, which
Japanese now/see China as the chief
ended in April, the largest cut since
threat to their. country's
premier
Japan firs~ began providing China
.position in As~a. Chi~a still views
with development assistance i~ the
Japan as largely unrepentant for the' "early 1970s. The drop was more
atrocities committed on the main-.
than twice that of overall Japanese
land by.the Japanese Imperial Army
aid to foreign countries, which fell
during World War II ..
by 10 percent.'
.
For decades, Japan has been
Overseas develop~ent assistance
China's biggest bilateral donor,
(ODA) to China "is very much'
funding tims of billions of projects
debated by politicians,"
said a
from' airports to' forests. But partly
spokesman for the Japanese Foreign
bec~use of a series of Japanese press
MinistrY ..
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Scientists Report Strides
Against Muscular Dystrophy
NEWSDAY

BOSTON

I

Important evidence that human stem cells can be implanted and
become part of muscles suggests the disaster called muscular dystrophy may yet become treatable, sCientists announced Monday.
The discovery - made because of an odd biomedical coincidence
- showed new cells can infiltrate a perso~' s damaged muscles, take
root and survive for years. This is what is needed, on a larger scale, to
attack the inherited disease.
"This says that we can get those cells recruited" into weakening
muscles, said Dr. Loui~ Kunkel, of Children's Hospital in Boston.
"Now we have to get better at that. We have to learn why they do it,
and make it work better."
Kunkel said experiments in animals had shown that stem cells, in
a bone marrow transplant, might be induced to enter muscles, grow
apd keep the muscles from being destroyed by the disease.
Then there came a surprise. Los Angeles pediatrician Kenneth
Weinberg saw reports on the experiments, and then called Kunkel to
say such an experiment had already been done, inadvertently, on a
teenage boy.
As an infant, the boy had received a bone marrow transplant to
rescue him from complete immune deficiency. A dozen years later,
he was discovered to have a second genetic disease, a relatively mild
case of ~uscular dystrophy .

FAA Sets Procedure for Landings
.After 10 Years of Work
, THE WASHINGTON

POST

WASHINGTON

After a decade of debate, wrangling and setbacks, the Federal Aviation Administration has established the first comprehensive procedures
for safer and more precise landings in all kinds of weather worldwide.
With no fanfare, the FAA last month issued a 300-page document
called an advisory circular, with the even more bureaucratic designation "AC 120-29A Criteria for Approval of Category I and Category
II Weather Minima for Approach." The' advisory circular sets the
'technical standards for required navigation perfortnance (RNP)
approaches and landings.
Few airline passengers have ever heard of it, but the term 12029,A has been a cross between a four-letter word and a headache in
the aviation community for much of the past decade. Its 10-year
odyssey to FAA approval is an example of the work that the FAA
and other government agencies do in conjunction with private interests that can be critical to public safety 'but too technical for routine
public notice.
For the aviation community, the advisory circular is a tremendous
step forward in safe airport approaches and landings.
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Letters 10 The Editor
Cross Products
Not So Harsh

11

I was disappointed
with Keith J. Winstein's treatment of the Cross Products in his
article about a capella groups ["A Capella
Groups. Span Spectrum"]
in last Friday's
Tech. His article could seriously offend some
of the wonderful people that auditioned for
the group this year and in the past. He quoted
me, without even bothering to ask my name,
as saying, "We're not harsh - if somebody's
bad, we just say, 'Oh, that person wasn't
meant for ,a capella. ",
What he failed to mention was the reaction
of my fellow group members to my words. I
made the statement in a light-hearted sarcastic
manner, but my friends immediately scolded

me. Our group has never said such an untactful thing about anyone, and we never will. We
try to conduct our discussions in a loving and
gentle way, even when the auditionees are
nowhere around. I apologize to anyone I may
have hurt with my thoughtless words,
Keith responded to me in his article" saying, "This seemed pretty harsh to me, at least
coming from the Cross Products. God didn't
make everyone for a capellaT Dude." While
God did give almost everyone a voice with
which to sing, he did not in fact make everyone equally talented at a capella singing. This
isn't harsh, it's just the way God, who makes
no mistakes, decided things should be. What a
boring world it would be if everyone were the
same. Instead, he gave some abilities to some
people, and other abilities to others. Many. of
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tor, and opinion editors.
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Dissents are the opinions of the signed members of the editorial
all letters become property of The Tech, and will not be returned.
board choosing to publish their disagreement with the editorial.
The Tech makes no commitment to publish all the letters received.
Coiumns and editorial cartoons are written by individuals and
represent the opinion of the author, not necessarily that of the newspaper.
The Tech's telephone number is (617) 253-1541. E-mail is the
Letters to the editor are welcome. Electronic submissions are
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Hard
whom to contact, send maino general@the-tech.mit.edu,
ana it will
copy submissions
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397029, Cambridge, Mass. 02139:"7029, or sent by interdepartmenWorld Wide Web at http://the-tech.mit.edu.
tal mail to Room W20-483. All submissions are due by 4:30 p.m.
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The Necessity of Minority Programs
reason.
For underrepresented minorities, discomfort sometimes comes from knowing that they
only make up a very small percentage of the
With all due respect, I think Matthew
student body, from ,knowing that underrepreBrown misunderstands the nature of race relasented minority professionals makeup an even
tio~s in, his column ["MIT Race Relations,"
smaller percentage of the faculty (4.4 percent
September 6]. Firstly, he, does not understand
are underrepresented minorities), or from susthe purpose arid importance of the Office of
pecting that some people will lo~er their
, Minority Education (OME) to an institution
expectations of them simply because they are
like MIT. As a Mexican-American
student
a minority.
who has worked for the OME and participated
These problems are very real, and the
in its programs" I think it is unfair for Brown. ' OME exists to address them by providing supto label the OME merely as an organization'
port, to the minority community. It is this very
that serves to maintain "political correctness~'
support that helps minority students integrate
on the, MIT campus. "Politically corre'ct" has
into the MIT community at large. The OME
negative ,connotations, and Brown uses the
does not exist to advance segregation or to
word incorrectly because
..
"destroy
any
he suggests
that MIT
progress
that has
only uses the OM~ to put
been made in the
up a facade or to make
widespread
accep-

Guest Column
Christine E. Casas

the school "look good" in'
the eyes of those who
call for social reform.
This is not so.
As a world-class institution'that produces leaders and thinkers,
MIT
should be (and is) at the
forefront
,social
reform. Additionally, part
ofMIT's mission, as stated,in the booklet, MIT

of

Putting ((Whites only'~ o,? a
'banner is not nearly analoaous'
6
to puttina SO, methi.na like ((For,
~
~
mInorities" on banner because
'
'
the two groups are 'not equ~l in
soaetv. Th':'1 are not equal on
l'
';'1
many levels - soaally,
ecoflomically, and, most
imnortantlv, in terms 0+ identit\J.

a

tance
of
racial
equality."
This brings me
to my second point;
which is that Brown
seems to misunderstand the status of
race relations
at
MIT and in the real
world. In his explanation of the hypothetical : "Whites

Facts 2002, is to "comOnly"
luncheon',
bine rigorous academic
T
IJ
:J
l'
Brown
is on to
study, and the excitement
something, but the
of discovery
with the
'wrong
thing.
He
support arid intellectual
stimulation
of a
grapples with the issue of a "double standard"
diverse campus corilmunity_"
, ,when, in fact, he should focus on racial priviThus, the OME exists because it plays a
lege that exists in society at large and at MIT.
crucial role in ensuring that MIT isa welcomWhen you make up 53% of 'the student
ing environment for students who, throughout
body (as whites do, according to "MIT Facts
history, have been excluded fr~m higher edu2002"), there is no question thaf you are welcation. By working to improve the academic,
come at a luncheon, regardless of whether the
'and social experience of minority students'
invitation says "Whites welcome" or not. You
from groups underrepresented in higher edu- 'are automatically
and implicitly welcome
cation in the United States (African Ameri-'
because, you make up the majority of society
cans, Mexican Americans, Native Americans,
and"because, for the most part, to be white is
and Puerto Ricans), th,e OME serves a vital
to not have to think about yourself in raciar
and positive function. If MIT did not have the
terms. (This has generally been established,
OME; it would be ignoring a fundamental
but if you don't believe me, read White Privi. ' !!Spect of its mission .. ,'
_'"
~.
,lege: .gssen..tiql Readings On The Other Side
Furthermore, the OME does not."d,estroy
'ofR~cismedjted
by Paula S.Rothe~berg.)
communication between t~~ races" because its,
Now, I have nothing against Whites, but
programs work to prevent the' circumstances
my point is that putting "Whites only'? on a
. that lead to lack ofcommu.nication in the first
banner-, is nowhere near being anal~gous)o
place. I don't know Brown's racial/ethnic
Jputting sOlUething like "For minorities" on a
backgrou.nd;b,ut'it
seems to me he does not
bapner, because the:two'groups are'not equal
understand what' separates the races.' There 'in society: They are not equal on many levels
. can be no effective"communication when one .. ---.:socially, economically, and, most imp orracial group feels uncomfortable fQr whatever
tantIy, in terms of identity. ,While whites, do
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Profiles in
Courage

not have to come to grips with their whiteness
(although they should), minorities have to
come to grips with their non-whiteness and, as
a result, with their place in the racial hierarGuest Column
chy. It is therefore incorrect for Brown to
Aimee
L. Smith
claim that a minority luncheon exemplifies a
spirit of discrimination ..
As we approach the first anniversary of SepThe luncheon exists because, unfortunatetember 11, we are confronted with the politics
ly, we live in a world that does not (and has
of remembrance at every turn. What started out
not) always make underrepresented minorities
as a human tragedy with international implicafeel welcome. If anything, Brown should be
tions quickly became forced into the exclusive
furious not that his racial/ethnic group fails to
framework of a national attack by those with
be invited to the minority luncheon (this missthe largest megaphones - GE, Disney, and the
es the point), but that there is the need for
other trans-national media conglomerates. And
such an event in the first place. "Why are we
to what better purpose could this attack on supexcluding anybody at all?" should be the
posedly nothing less than civilization itself be
question ,he asks of society, not of the OME.
put than a military occupation of the oil- and.
And one last word regarding the luncheon: An
natural gas-rich countries of the Caspian Sea
announcement inviting individuals of particuregion, a re-occupation of the Philippines, a
lar backgrounds to a welcome event is not a
multi-billion dollar corporate welfare bail-out to
judgement call, as Brown implies - it's simthe airline industry as they proceeded to layoff
ply an invitation.
'
over 100,000 workers, and a crack-down at
At the end of his column, Brown suggests
home on the very civil liberties that the U.S.
that the real problem boils down to racial
government claims gives us moral superiority in
labels. I think he is correct when he states that
the world.
"humanity can ,only succeed when these labels
The horrific treatment of women under the
have all been destroyed or .rendered meaning-:
Taliban had been ignored for years, not only by
less." However, in making such a statement,
Laura Bush, but by UNOCAL, who sought a
Brown refers to a "when" that society should
pipeline in Afghanistan and from whose compais not ready to embrace. It's as ifhe's suggestny sprung Hamid Karzai, the now safely
ing, rather naively, that if racial/ethnic labels
were simply overlooked, society members
installed U.S.-backed president of Afghanistan.
After 9/11, the decades old human rights nightwould be truly equal. This is far from the
truth.
'
mare for women in civil war-tom Afghanistan
were seized upon as an a justification
for
Although people will argue to the contrary,
"regjrne change" from one pack of gang-rapists
r~ce and ethnicity matter, perhaps more so
back to the previous ruling pack of gang-rapists,
now than in the, past. They matter because
the Northern Alliance. Needless to say, most of
they affect the way we think about our place
the women in Afghanistan are not feeling quite
in the world and, more importantly, the way
as liberated as the White House press team
we treat and judge people. If there is a problem (in, this case, racial'inequality),
the only
way tOodeal with it ,is to implement organiza-.
tions that can help alleviate the symptoms thiS is where the OME comes in - and to
engage in dialogues that use pertinent language (this is where racial/ethnic
support
groups and Institute Committees such as the
Campus Committee on Race Relations come
in). In this case, the pertinent
language
includes racial labels.
In closing, there is nothing discriminatory
about a minority luncheon. It is truly upsetting
to read that Brown."expect[s] everyone else to
claims them to be.
be very angry that an event such as, this is taking place, and even' more so that it is sponBut as with any good pretext for a territorygrabbing war as the invasion of Afghanistan
sored and run by MIT." Such words run
counter to the Ii1is~ion of MIT and to the goal ' clearly was, there will have to be martyrs and
there will have to be heroes. Suddenly, the
of racial equality that Brown so vigorously
claims to advocate.
FDNY, notorious for their discrimination
against non-whites, and the NYPD, of AbnerChristine E. Casas is a "!.,ember of the
Class of 2004.
'
, Louima-raping fame, were exalted as the epitom~ of honor and goodness. I am not questioning
the beauty and goodwill in the hearts of those
men and women who somehow managed to
violate their own survival instincts and rushed
into danger on 9/l1, nor the beauty and love of
those who put their health at risk in the rnonthslong recovery efforts, working long hours, day
Of course, the Shining St<!-rsand Marginin and day out, breathing in alJ manner of toxally Motivated are terrible extremes, and if
ins. I am simply keeping in mind that OIiesmall
you're like me, you probably find yourself
human heart can contain such disparate emosomewhere
between
super-mega-ove'rtions as ultimate sacrifice and violent dehumanachie'vement and utter apathy. If this is so,
ized hatred. In fact, I would hazard to guess that
you fall into the category
these feelings come together more often than
tenderly
known as the.
not, as evidenced by one FDNY memorial Web
Student
Extras,
which
site that bears the slogan "God forgives, we
consists of the majority of ,won't," and goes on to say, "we shall avenge
the deaths of our brothers and our citizens" lest
any of us let the fires of vengeance flag. Then
there was the outcry of New York City firefightsuch because they funcI I
tion as extras'in a movie:
ers against
racially diverse memorial statue
for the tragedy since the event to serve as a
besides actually sitting
symbol for the nation; the hoisting of the ,flag on
the.re and taking notes"
they're there to fiil space
the site of the WTC tragedy was carried out b~
three white men, and "who are we to change,
so the professor doesn't,
get lonely. The Student
history?" Add to this the nationwide racial profiling of Arabs and Muslims and illegal extraExtras rarely operate in
individual
terms; they
constitutional detentions, and we begin to find
chuckle together as the, , that the task of locating peifect heroes is at best
laugh track for all the pro:" a complicated quest. ,
,fessor's bad jokes (as the
I offer another model of courage. My longShining Stars smile on
time family friend "Aunt" Kathy lost her niece
assuredly and the Margin- ,in the world trade towers o~ 9/11. This young
woman was also the mother of a nine-rnonthally Motivated continue their naps), and they
old baby who will now have to grow up without
even shout out answers in unity with ~he
a mom. My friend is devastated by her loss and
Shining Stars when the prof asks for a class
is heavy with the strain of supporting her brothresponse. Once in a while one asks a queser in the loss of his daughter. Yet, in all of this
tion, but quite rarely, as this provokes the
.. Shining Stars to ask more.
senseless tragedy, Kathy hasn't fallen for the '
easy path of vengeance. For her, the "War on
Of course, when it comes down to class. es, being a Shining Star, Marginally Moti~
Terror" has been no salve, but a tragedy to comvated, or a Student Extra doesn't make all
pound the initial tragedy of9/11.
that much of a difference. Rest assured; no
We are all only human. We have weaknessmatter which category you fall into, the next'
es, we all can be gripped by fear - to me, the
few months will be the same simultaneous
courageous among us are those who hold onto
jubilation and agony that we've grown to
their humanity, even in the face of brutal and
love as the Massachusetts Institute of Techhorrible tragedy, irrevocable loss, and fear.
nology.
Aimee L. Smith PhD '02 is a postdoctoral
Sheeva Azma is a member of the Class of
researcher in the Department of Materials &i2005.
ence and Engineering.

As ulith any good pretext
for a territory-grabbing uJaras the
invasion ojAfghanistan clearly
was, there uJill have to be martyrs
and there will have to be heroes.

MIT Students
A Tri~hotomy
Guest Column,
SheevaAzma

shy, smiling apples, of the professor's eyes.
)'he final thing about the Shining Stars, is
that for some reason, like
recurring night-,
mare, a handful of the same ones are in all
As the novelty of summer finally wears off
of my classes.
,and- classes begin~ I'm, finding myself sitting
Sure, the ~hinin big'lecture halls with a hundred other stuing Stars, are a
dents again, just like last year, listening to
rough crowd, but'
professors elaborate Class logistics and gradit's important
to
ing scales. But even before the semester is in 'note that they're a
full swing, I've concluded a number of things. " constructive
part
'Specifically,
I've noticed that especi~lly at . of yo~.lf 'lecture,
-'
large lectures, there are' several different types
even if,they
do
of students, most of which fall into three genbreak the""curve.
eral but distinct categories. I've even given
Lucky' for you,
,
them three sicke'ningly cute names fOf'YOU: someone counter-:
the Shining Stars, the Marginally Motiv~ted,
acts the sugary
and the Student Extras.
"
goodness, of your
r
-The first group of students is definitelyjn
fro'nt-row
peers~
the minority, hut they are arguably'some of
For the sake of
the most loathed studenkat MIT. Walk into
political
correct54-100 a couple of minutes 'early for your
ness, I'll call them
lecture, look around, and the first thing
Marginally
'Moti-,
you'll notice is a group of students ,perched
yated; they're the
attentively in the desks at the very fr<?nt.of ,people trickling in
the room. Armed with mechanical pencils,
ten minutes after lecture starts, sometimes
colored pens, and a notebook opened to a
leaving ten minut~ later. ,The typical Marcrisp new lined l!nd datea'page, the Shining ',g~nally Motivated student has that unkempt,
Stars are a force to be reckoned with. ,They
I-just-woke-up
look that you've seen'in
are always ruining your .life in some form or
fashion magaz~nes, but pulls it off with such
another. Shining Stars dutifully pipe up with
amazing reality t~at you're in awe and disthe right answers when the professor asks a
gusted at the same time. They never talk,
question, correct the 18.02 prof when he
~ither, kind of like that guy who used to be
misses a sign or even advise your chern pro-: on Conan O'Brien. They show up to class a
fessor that your pro ..blem sets ne~d more
couple of ~imes fo~ a 50-minute nap, and
problems. Always on time, always focused,
you never see them again. You think Marthey're the ones you wish you 'knew at 3
ginally Motivated stUdents are indeed less
a.m. when you're still working on your
motivated than you, until like an act of God
homework due later that day. Sadly, though,
one of them finally comes to recitation to
no matter how much you try t~ work your
pick up an exam, and you oh-so-casually
way into the front row to become a Shining
'peer over your shoulder at his paper and
Star, you'll never be able to displace those
realize that ~ou're wrong. Keep trying, kid.

a
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lOu think Marginally
Motivated students are lessi~:rc~::~~~S~~:~:~~~
' un t'll'k e,
mo, t'!Va. ted th an you,
an act, of God one of them,
fir1:oJ1ycomes to' redtation,(o pick
un an exam, and y'ouJ'ust
'
casually peer over' your shoulder
,at bli paper and. re~lize that
,
kd
you re wrong. Keep trying, i .
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by.Scott-Adams

THE FOCUS GROUP
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ACROSS
1 Hold fast
.6 Pilgrimage to
, Mecca
. 10 Racetrack
figu,res
14 "Peanuts"
character
, 15 S~a eagle
16 Suitor
17 State bird?
19 Legendary
20 Dry ravine in
Africa
21 Want
22 Watery-impact
24.Call from baby.
26 Seat
27 Boxing great
, 29 Iniquitous
32 Scot's cap
35 Medicated
37 Declare
38 Rounds or clips

39 State bird? .
42 Part of the eye
43 Speech subtlety
44 Dunkable treat
45 Bird's beak
~6 Integrity
48 Attempt
49 Muslim holy men
_51-Building wings
53 Caspian'
sturgeon
55 Period of note
57 Particle
60 Revise text
61 State bird?
64 Fee~ the kitty
65 Hawaiian port
66 Of an ecological
sequence
67 Calendar units
68 Lambaste
69 Prepared to
propose

DOWN
1 Talon
2 -Rqbert M. Pirsig
novel
3 Irrelevancy
4 Region on the Nile
5 Org. founded by
, Juliette Low
6 Foremost position
7 Circle parts
8 Genetic letters
9 Twangy
instrument
10 Old manuscript
'symbols
11 Emporium
12 Rai~
platform
13 Of this kind
18 Queen~s address
23 Buddy
25 Skirt style
26 Thin pancakes
27 Govt. in power
28 Longest river of

EventsCalenda.r

France
Bricklayers
Sheep like
Love affair
"_ Python"s
Flying Circus"
36 Superman's letter
38 In the past
40 Shows intestinal
fortitude
41 Pastoral poem
46 Shrew
47 Rip
50 Muffles
52 Heavily burdened
53 Rosary piece
54
St. Vincent
Millay
55 First lady of scat
56 Sufficient space
58 Roundish shape
,59 Thaw
62 Lubricate
63 Inquire
30
31
33
34

Events Calendar appears in each issue of The Tech and features events for members of the MIT community. The
Tech makes no guarantees as to the accuracy of this information, and The Tech shall not be held liable for any losses, including, but not limited to, damages resulting from attendance of an event.
Contact information for all events is available from the Events Calendar web page,

Visit and add events to Events Calendar online at
Tuesday, Septem~r
..

10

~.

10:00 a.m. - Admissions Information Session. Admissions Office Information Session gathers at
, the Admissions Reception Center (10-100).Enter MIT at the main entrance, Lobby 7,,77 Massachusetts Ave (domed building with tall pillars)~ Proceed down the center corridor to Room 10-100 on the
right; free. RooJ11:Admissions Reception Center, Building 10; Room 10-100. Sponsor: Infor~ation '
Center.
'
10:45 a.m. - Campus Tour. Student Led Campus Tours are approximately 90 minutes long and provide a general overview of the main campus. Please note that campus tours do not visit laboratories,
living groups or buildings under construction. Groups ove~ 15 people need to make special reservations. Campus tours start at the conclusionofthe
A~missjons Informations Session. The.Campus
Tour begins in Lobby 7 (Main Entrance ,Lobby at 77 Massachusetts Ave). free. Room: Lobby 7 (Main
Entrance Lobby at 77 Massachusetts Ave). Sponsor: Information Center ..
12:00 p~m. -1:00 p.m. - Eudora Quick Start. Thi~ session shows how to configure Eudora, create
messages and address lists, send and receive attachments, and sol}: incoming e-mail. Room: N42 ,
Demo. Sponsor: Info(mation Systems. '
,
i:oo p.m. - 3:00 p.m. - Section D, Introduction. Room: E53-220: Sponsor: 7.021 Biology Writing.
2:00 p.m. - Admissions Information Session. free. Room: ~df!1issions Reception Center, Building
10, Room 10-100. Sponsor: Information Center.
2:45 p.m. - Campus Tour. free. Room: Lobby 7 (Main Entrance Lobby at 77 Massachusetts Ave).
Sponsor: Information Cente'r •.
'
';~ i ,;. ,.
- .'
.'
~
.;.,
l.
~
r
~-.....
~~
....
J
~.'"
3:00 p.m.- 5:00 p.m~ ..:.For Graduate Students: E~tlve
Resumes. Graduate students know the
basics of how to' create a resume and cover letter. Wha~ is the sec~et of making these m_oreeffective? Get an employer's perspective on how ~o tailor your. resume for a non-academic position. Bring
along 3 copies of your current resume or draft. for the peer critiquing exercise' in this workshop ..
Preregister for workshop athttp://web.mifedu/career/www/workshops/. free. Room: 4-231. Sponsor: OCSPA. ,.; '- .'
.
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from the MIT community. Collage, drawing,and claywork will be available. This event is sponsored by
Artists Behind the Desk, a task group of the Working Group on Support Staff Issues. For related September 11 Anniversary events please go to http://web.mit.edu/events/septll.
Room: Lobby 10.
. Sponsor: Artists Behind the Desk, September'll
Anniversary Committee.
12:00 p.m. - 1:00, p.m. - Orientation to Computing at MIT. This seminar provides basic, non-technical1nformation about the MIT computing environment. Topics include: help resources operating systems supported software and recommended hardware the campus network security telephones and
.voicemail computer-related health issues. Room: N42 Demo. Sponsor: Information Systems.
12:00 p.m. -1:30 p.m. - The War On Terror A. Year Later. Seminar with MIT ~anel from Security
Studies Program Faculty. Presentations and Q&A Session.
. For related Sept. 11 anniversary events please go to: http://web.mit.edu/events/septll/.
free.
Room: E38--615~ Sponsor: Center for International Studies, Security Studies Program, September 11
Anniversary Committee .
.2:00 p.m. - Admissions InformC!tlon Session. free. Room:. Admissions Reception Center, Building
10, Room 10-100. Sponsor: Information Center.
2:45 p.m • ...,Campus T0l:lr. free. Room: Lobby 7 (Main Entrance. Lobby at 77 Massachusetts Ave).
Sponsor: Information Center .
.3:00 p.m. - 5:00 p.m. - spouses&partners@mlt:
Memorial Event. We will join the rest of the MIT
community for a memorial event on the Kresge Oval. We will meet at Room 400 and then attend the
event together. Childcare provided. free. Room: W20-400. Sponsor: spouses&partners@rnit,
MIT
. Medical.
.
J'

Sharing, and Understanding. free. Room: 2190. Sponsor: Muslim students' Association; SepterTlber 11 Anniversary Committee.
-,5:00 p.m. - 6:00 p.m. - AII-Communlty Campus Gatherlng:.Students,
Faculty, and Staff. MIT's
observance of the one-year anniversary of September 11 will culminate with an all-community gathering for students, faculty and' staff on Kresge Oval. The program will remember our past, look towards
our shared future, and include global prayers of faith and peace. Featured speakers include President Vest, Chancellor Clay and Jyoti Agarwal '03. To mark the transition from reflection to action,
4:00 p.m. - 5:00 p.m. - MTL VLSI Seminar Series. Cha!lenges afld Opportunities for Mixed Sign~1
uThe Reflecting ~all at MIT" will be veiled and student living group~ will present their shared commitSystems in. Sub-l00hm CMOS. Technologies. free. Room: 34-101. Sponsor: MTL VLSI Seminar.
ments for futl;lre 'action. Members of the MIT Symphony Orchestra will perform at this event. free.
4:15 p.m. - 5:15 p.m. - On an Interior Point Algorithm for Non Convex. Quadratic Programming.
. Room: Kresge Oval (rain location: Kr~sge Auditorium). Sponsor: September 11 Anniversary CommitORC Fall Se-minar Series,'Seminar reception immediately following in tbe Philip M. Morse Reading
tee.
Room, E40-106. free. Room: E40-298. Sponsor: Operations Research Center.
5:45 p.m. - "Cities and Resurrection: Jerusalem and US." MIT Prof Julian Beinart. urban designer.
5:00 p.m .. --7:00 p.m. - Reception: Student Loan Art Exhibition. The List maintains-a collection of
free. Room: Rm 1-190. Sponsor: MIT Joint Program in City Design and Development.
approximately 350 framed works on paper by leading contemporary artists, such as Berenice Abbott,
, 6:00 p.m. - 6:30 p.m. - Holy Communion In Honor of Victims of 9/11. All are welcome to join us in
Louise Bourgeois, Lesley Dill; Jasper Johns, Michael Joo, Joan Miro, Bruce Nauman, April Gornik,
~he Chapel for this service immediately following the All-Institute G9th~ring on Kresge Oval..
Richard Serra, Andy Warhpl, Jane and Louise Wilson, and many more. This Student loan Art Collecfree. Room: MIT"Chapel. Sponsor: Lutheran-Episcopal Ministry, September 11 Anniversary Committion provides' an opportunity for MITstudents to borrow art wo'rks for tAe school ye'ar for display in ,
their living spaces and bring art into their daily lives. A lottery randomly assigns work to the students.
tee.
7:45 p.m. - 8:30 p.m. - City of Cambridge Vigil of Light on the Charles River. All are invi~ed to bring
Although only students can borrow art, the exhibition is open to the publiC and allows everyone to
a safe light source and join in a memorial light vigil along the Charles River beginning at 7:45 p.m. in
catch' a glimpse of these innovative works. Each year about 10 new pieces are added to the collectwo key locations: Magazine Beach (Magazine St. & Memorial Drive) and Weeks Footbridge (DeWolfe
tion to continue to expand the breadth of the offerings. For the 2002 collection~ works by such as
, --St. and Memorial Drive). City volunteers will also be handing out glow, sticks. Bagpipers from CamTakashi Murakami and Yoshitomo Nara, Sol LeWitt, and Ruth Root are included. All 350 works will
bridge Fire Department will signal the start of the vigil. There will be no formal program. free. Room:'
be exhibited. free: Room: List Visual Arts Center (E15). Sponsor: List Visual Arts' Center.
Two Gathering Places: Magazine Beach and Weeks Foot Bridge ..Sponsor: September 11 Anniversary
5:30 p.m.":' Japan Program Orientation: Learn about.lnterns~lps
In Japan. This is the excellent
Committee.
'
opportunity for you to'learn about internships up to 1 year in Japan: The Japan Program is sending
8:00 p.m. -10:00 p.m. -IFILM Film Seminar. Screening of an international movie accompanied by a
MIT studen'ts to Japanese' corporations and research i~stitutions 'since,1981. Internships are open
discussion about it. free. Sponsor: International Film Club.
to undergraduate, graduate,and PhD students in any major. There are limited number of summer
internships. free. Room: Bush Room(10-105). Sponsor:'.MIT Japan Program: ,
Thursday, Sep_tember 12
6:00 p.m. - 7:30 p.m. - Toastmasters@MIT Evening Meetings. 77 Mass. Avenue, Cambridge, .Building~, Room 2-131. free. Sponsor:,Toastmasters ..
'
>
10:00 a.m. - Admissions Information Session. free. Room: Admissions Reception Center, Building
7:00 p.m. - ~eld Hockey vs. Amherst College. free. Room: Jack Barry Turf. Sponsor: Department of
10, Room 10-100. Sponsor: Information Center:
Athletics.
.
_
.
10:45 a.m. - Campus Tour. free. Room: Lobby ,7 (Main Entrance Lobby at 77 M'assachusetts Ave).
i 7:00 p.m.- Women's VOlleyball vs. Tufts University. free. ROQm: duPont Gym. Sponsor:,Department of Athletics.
' ..
Sponsor: Information Center.
11:00 a.m. -12:00 p.m. - PSFC Seminar. Reduced Fokker-Planck Operator by Lie Transform ¥eth7:00 p:m. - 7:30 p.m. :. A Momen~' for Peace: In the JewiSh-Tradition. For rela~ed September 11
ods. free. Room: NWl6-213. Sponsor: Plasma Science and Fusion Center.
Anniversary events pl~ase go to http://web.mit.edu/events/sePtll:'free.
Room: W~l: Hillel Center ..
12:00 p.m. -1:00 p.m. - Mac OS X Quick'Start. Room: N42 Demo. Sponsor: Information Systems.
SPc:msor: Hillel, MIT, September 11 Anniversary Committee ...
1:00 p.m. - 3:00 p.m. - Conversational English Class. Join us for a free conversational English
class for intemational students and spouses at MIT. Most attendees are women able to speak freely
Wednes~ay, September 1i
who desire to increase their English skills. Class covers a variety of topics including American culture
and holiday descriptions. Free. Ro.om: Wll Board Roor:n. Sponsor: Baptist Campus Ministry.
8:30 a.m. - 9:00 a.m. - Opening Gathering: Flag Lowering. Members of the MIT Community are
1:00 p.m. -2:00 p.m. - Weight Watchers at Work meetln~ at MIT. New and returning members
invited to join President Vest for an outd.oorgathering that will b~gin this day of remembrance. The
brief activity will culminate at 8:46 a.m., the time of the first collision of an airplane with the World
are always welcome at this weekly meeting on weight control. Friendly, relaxed lunch hour meetings.
More info: tpriest@mit.edu. Room: Building 8--219. Sponsor: information Center.
Trade Center, with the lowering of.the US flag to half-staff a"nd the chiming of the MIT Chapel bell in
2:00 ,p.m; - Admissions Information Sess,lon. free. Room: Admissions Reception Center, Building
unison with bells throughout Cambridge. free. Room: The Flagpole at Dupont Court (within Killian
Court). Sponsor: September 11 Anniversary Committee.'
'
'10, Room 10-100. Sponsor: Information Center.
9:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m. - All-Day VIgil for Remembrance, Peace and Healing. The Chap~1 will be open
2:00 p.m. - 3:00 p.m •.- How IIkely.ls a human-caused climate catastrophe?
*** Note Special
for individual meditation and prayer. Chaplains will b,e available all day for one-on-one conversation.
Time * * * free. Room~ 54-915. Sponsor: MIT Atmospheric Science Seminars.
2:45 p.m. - Campus Tour. free. Room: Lobby 7 (Main Entrance Lobby at 77 Massachusetts Ave) .
free. Room: MIT Chapel. Sponsor: Lutheran-Episcf>pal Ministry, September 11 Anniversary Cqmmit. , tee. IV1ITBoard of Chaplains.
Sponsor: Information C.enter.
'
10:00 a.m. - Admissions I,nformatlon Session. free. Room: Admissions Reception Center, Building
4:15 p.m. - 5:15 p.m. - Physics. Colloquium. Title: Superconducting Quantum Bits that (Really!)
10, Room 10-100. Sponsor: Information Center ..
Work. free. Room: 10-250. Sponsor: Physics Department.
10:00 a.m. - 4:45 p.m. - "Wings of Peace" Prayer Flags. The MIT community is invited to write their
5:00 p.m. - 6:30 p.m. - Technology Executives Lecture Series. Technology for the 2~st Century.
hopes, prayers, longings for peace on individual Uprayer flags" which will be gathered together in an
free. Room: Tang Center, Wong Auditorium E51. Sponsor: Office of Corporate Relations/ILP.
offering of community hope for peace. Room: In front ~f MIT chapel facing Kresge Oval. Sponsor:'
6:00 p.m. - Field Hocl(ey vs. Bowdoin College. free. Room: Jack Barry Turf. Sponsor: Department of
Athletics.
Lutheran-Episcopal Ministry, September 11 Anniversary C'ommittee. _
10:45 a.m. - Campus Tour. free. Room: Lobby 7. (Main Entrance Lobby at 77 Massachusetts Ave).
8:00 p.m. ~ Assass.lns. Stephen Sondheim musical.
Sponsor: Information Center.
'
Call to check performance times and ticket prices. $9, $8 MIT community /other students/seniors,
11:00 a.m. - 3:00 p.m. - Open Art StUdio tOr personal expression. Express your feelings and
$6 MIT/Wellesley stude~ts, $3 new'MIT students; group rates available in advance. Room: Kresge
thoughts on this remembrance day by c.reating artwo'rk along with other students, staff and faculty
Little Theater. Sponsor: Musical Theatre Guild, MIT.

3:00. p.m. - 4:30 p.m. - Islam In America: Reflecting,
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details.
The camera is not perfect, however. It
fails in enclosed spaces, where it is difficult
to get the right angle for the situation. Luckily there are very few tigh~ spots in the
game, so this occurrence is very rare. When
an object is in front of Mario and blocking
the camera, Mario turns into a silhouette and
to survive. These stages are difficult, per- landing - and the turbo nozzle that gives appears where he should appear .. UnfortuBy Chad Serrant
STAFF WRITER
haps too much so. In the end, it's your call Mario a giant speed boost and lets him skate nately, nothing else gets a similar treatment.
This makes the "Silhouette Mario" idea an
to decide whether it is too hard or if it's the on or under water.
Super Mario Sunshine
incomplete answer, as it forces blind leaps.
Simply
put,
FLUDD
strikes
a
perfect
balexact
difficulty
boost
games
need
these
By Nintendo
days. At least there's a remix of the classic ance: it's used enough to change the game- Of course, the better' answer to those situaFor Nintendo GameCube
play from Super Mario 64, but it is not just a tions is to rotate the. camera into a better
Mario beat to drive you along.
$49.99
Mario has a lot of extra moves and gad- cheap gimmick like Y oshi, who is simply position.
The graphics for Super Mario Sunshine
hen Super Mario 64 was released gets to help him. Most of Super Mario 64's there for fan service. His juice can destroy
aimed for water and distance over detail.
in 1996, it set the standard for all moves have been retained, except for the barriers that water cannot, which turns
3D platform games and left a lot sorely missed long jump. These techniques Yoshi into a dinosaur shaped key you can The water effects are well done. Puddles of
water create a reflection, water creates ripof people anticipating the next are almost necessary for getting through the ride. And spe!lking of fan service, where's
ples, and the water doesn't look-repetitive,
Luigi?
game's tougher platforming sequences.
incarnation. This is where Super Mario SunThe camera manages to do what few finally. Apparently, all of that work from
The game adds new elements when
shine comes in. It improves every single
Wave Race paid off. The draw distance is
aspect of Super Mario 64, and it has added Mario wears a water pack named FLUDD on other cameras have done: prevent confusion.
enough extras to make it a new experience. his back. It has a squirt gun that can be used The camera generally works by itself, but also very far. You can climb to the highest .
point in a stage, zoom the camIndeed, this is an evolution of
era out, and see everything in
a still fantastic game. If you
the stage moving with no
liked Super Mario 64 and still
slowdown. There is even a
thirst for more, this game will
-heat haze effect in most of the
leave you bloated and vulnerastages. On the negative side,
ble to a ground pound.
there is little detail on most of
The overall objectives are
the- objects;- as most o'f'the
almost identical to those of
objects in the game have sinSuper Mario 64. Every stage
gle-colored polyg~ns. Whether
has eight episodes.
Each
this was an art stYle'or a 'graphepisode's goal varies, but most
ics engine design, 'don't expect
fall into one of four categories:
any -textures to knock your
red coin hunt, boss fight,
socks off. A more troubling
secret areas, or chase. Reachgraphical aspect is the lack of
ing the goal rewards the player
shadows under 'coins and simiwith a shine sprite, analogous
lar objects: which forces the
to the stars in Super Mario 64.
player
to. blindly guess where
The red coin hunts are pretty
the coin is. that shouldn't hapstraightforward and force you
pen..
to pay attention to your surThe mu~ic is catchy, using
roundings. The chases are
a
tropical
theme. Unfortunateentertaining: a watery doppelIy, none of the songs are as
ganger of Mario runs around
addictive a~ in previous Mario
the stage, performing stunts
titles. The underground music,
and feats that the player can
Yoshi's
drum complementing
theoretically perform.
the main beat, and the oldThe boss figh ts are very
sch601 Super Mario Bros.
entertaining, as well. Take the
music are well done nods to
Manta Ray Shadow as an
old. school gaming music. The.
example. At first, it is large
voice acting is a tossup,
and slow. But as it is hit with
though. Mario doesn't talk
more and more water, it
during cut scenes - wasn't
divides into smaller but faster
that Link's job? -.:..and the bad
shadows. Eventually, there's a
CHADSERRANT-TIlETECH
guy's voice isn't anything like
hundred little manta rays, zipI expected ..But'few are willing
ping and zooming everywhere .. Mario, equipped with his powerful FLUDDpack, cleans the .city with Yoshi.
to deny FLUDD's voice.
In general, the boss fights are
Overall, Super Mario Sunshine is defi-_
fun, but they are pretty easy to beat. The to spray away gunk, stun back guys, and the C-stick can be used to manually rotate
nitely the successor to Super Mario 64, and
final boss fight is the easiest of them all, reveal hidden ~reas. As well, Mario can and zoom the camera. Few other console
reach far-away platforms by using FLUDD games actually give this much control. Plat- it also beats most of the other platformers .
unfortunately ..
to hover in midair. Furthermore, FLUDD form jumping is not difficult because the _out currently. For those who are interested ,
The secret areas, however, are much
more difficult. Super Mario 64 experts need can also switch to a rocket nozzle which camera can be moved to get the user's best in platformers on the newer systems, I. simply say"Shine Get!" I would love to say
apply, as this mode the player must fall back shoots Mario high up into the air - even possible view. There is even a first-person
more, but I have to look for Luigi ...
free look mode to check on any missed
to 3D and 20 old school platforming skills though it's a bit difficult to see where he's
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Super Mario Sunshine: Gaming Get!
LatestMario Offering FLUDDed with Excitement
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CONCERT REVIEW

DashboardCorifesses to Angry Suburban Youth
Tho Much Heartfelt CompassiOn
By Petar Simich
Dashboard Confessional
The Hatch Shell
September 7, 2 p.m.

an
n unprecedented move, Dashboard
Confessional and Hot Rod Circuit gave a
free show at the Hatch Shell this past
Saturday, sponsored by WBCN's Back
to School Concert Series. I knew 1 was
going to the right place ~hat afternoon as I
followed the steady stream of teenagers
walking along the Esplanade.
Sure enough, there were at least 1,000
people scattered along t,he grounds, some
seeking shelter from the sun, while most sat
out on the open field. Several booths were
set up in the trees surrounding the Shell,
offering french fries, ice cream, AT&T
Broadband, Youth Vote Coalition info, and
band merchandise.
The overwhelming
majority of the audience were high school
and college kids of a variety of flavors; there
were your "hardcore" punks, who looked
like they hadn't washed their clothes in
weeks; skater punks; Abercrombie & Fitch
kids; and the emo kids with their messenger
bags littered with band pins and patches,
wearing an assorted mismatch of punk clothing. But the -fashion award goes to two
young ladies, one wearing a necktie with her
shirt, the other wearing a tube sock on her

I

left arm; Avril Lavigne is leaving her mark
on society.
After futzing around with a sound check
and a quick introduction by some guy (the
show promoter?), Hot Rod Circuit was the
first up. They have the basic four-member
band setup and were actually pretty soJid in
their performance. They reminded me of a
somewhat softer version of Hey Mercedes,
who, not surprisingly, is on .vagrant Records
with Dashboard Confessional. (V~grant
Records is the emo record label today.)
The lead guitarist enjoyed jumping
around like a maniac every now and then to
give the notes he was hitting that little extra
umph. The crowd in the front seemed to
enjoy it, launching water bottles into the air
to pass the time. A mosh pit formed in the
center and the occasional crowd surfer was
spotted, which was rather odd, seeing that
the music wasn't very hard or aggressive.
Although their playing capability and performance was good, Hot Rod Circuit's songs
failed to keep me interested for very long, as
they all tended to sound the same after. the
third song. Instead of joining in the festivities, I was quite content sitting in the back; I
must have yawned about twenty times during Hot Rod Circuit's forty-minute set.
After watching the roadies take what
seemed like an hour to set up an acoustic
guitar, the intro guy came on stage and
shouted to the crowd, "Welcome, angry sub-

urban youth!" What are these kids angry
about? Did their parents buy them a Motorola cell phone when they wanted a Nokia?
Dashboard Confessional, a la Nine Inch
Nails, is Christopher Carraba's vehicle for
his songs, which are mostly Carraba singing
and playing the acoustic guitar, but for live
performances he is joined by a drummer,
bassist, and guitaristlkeyboardist providing
backup vocals as well.
People crowded the field and gave a roaring approval of Dashboard's appearance on
stage. Carraba opened with a solo acoustic
number from his newest album and was
soon joined by the other three band members. The full band added much more to the
songs making them more dynamic, interesting, and in a few cases even enjoyable to listen to, at least more enjoyable than ,the
album versions. But again, it wasn't that
exciting. All the songs had a similar, whiny
tone to them and there wasn't much variety.
Heck, before one song Carraba said "This
song's about a girl ... " What? Whoa there,
wait a minute, Carraba, you've got me confused here because I thought they were all
about a girl. Carraba' s singing remained
constantly whiny, lamenting about how
someone's hair was everywhere, sitting all
alone, and how all the songs were sad songs,
punctuated by screams that would make a
grown man break down in laughter. A colleague of mine wondered why he hadn't

committed suicide yet, and I was hoping.
someone would show him a way out.
Dashboard bastardized the concept 0'£
encores by finishing their "last" song and
saying "We'll be back in a minute, this is the
fa~e ending.". What ever happened. to
encore~ being performed because the audience wanted the band to keep playing? .At
one point Carraba stated that they were giving away free t-shirts 'and immediately a
mob swarmed the merchandise booth, for-'
getting temporarily that a performance was
gomg on.Carraba proved to be the'epitome of emo;
if you looked up the word "emo" in a dictionary, you'll find next to the entry a picture
of him. and the entry will say "See also:
WANKER." SUre enough, this is a recipe for
success; Dashboard has been on MTV, and
the majority of the audience members were
teenage/young adult girls who love his
heartfelt compassion. As my colleague said,
the Hatch Shell was a nice venue that
worked with Hot Rod Circuit but didn't fit'
with Dashboard Confessional; Dashboard's
music' is the type you'd .listen in a coffee
house, although the touch of four guys
bouncing'up and down and one crowd surfer
made the performance that more special..
Thank goodness the Dashboard Confessional/Hot Rod Circuit show was free,' or'l
would've been angry that 1 didn't use the
money on a Slayer album .•
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Vanessa Parise
Scrip~ her Own Big Fat Italian Wedding
By Malena Steitler

typical romantic comedy?
, VP: I think and I hope that all of the chariss The Bride, a Vanessa Parise film;
acters are more real and that all of the issues
is t.ouring Boston as part 'of the
are more real. I think the performances are,
Boston Film Festival. Vanessa was
outstanding. Sometimes I think in romantic
,
able to speak to The Tech about the
comedies the subject matter is treated more
new movie and her experience as a director
lightly, which I didn't do. I think it's very real
and filmmaker.
~ it deals with issues we all struggle with,
_ The Tech: First of all, right now all I know
especially women li~e I mentioned.
about you movie is ,that it's called "Kiss tne
IT: This is your first film. How hard was it
Bride". Is there anything else that you want to
to break into the in~ustry and start making
tell MIT students about the movie or yourself?
films?
Vanessa Parise: No, that's about it. (laughs)
VP: Nearly impossible. It's really hard.
First of all, I wanted to reach MIT students
Really really hard. It took a lot of work, a lot,
,because it's a smart movie and it's especially
of time, and a lot of perseverance. After theabout women, strong women, and their struggle
ater school, which was a two-year program,
with this-dilemma that women have,been hav.,. I've-been working non-stop trying to .get to
ing since they've been having careers, which is .. this place, so it's been a seven or eight year
what's more important"":""to have a family and ' struggle, although the last couple of years
have some simplicity in your life, or to go out .'working ~n the film have been really' fulfilland have a career. It's abOlJtfour sisters, and the
ing; so it's a long hard road but totally
one who's getting married has very traditional
.doable.
, values and has chosen to stay a( home in the
IT: I recently read an article about women
, small town, Westerly, R.I., where I am from,'
filmmakers and how it is more difficult for them
and thtm the other three sisters have had more
to get films made. Have you ,experienced this?
high powered careers but they haven't found
VP: I've certainly experienced that it's difhappiness, and it really explores this dilemma. I ' ficult' as a women director to be able to star in
haven't found an answer, 'so.I don't think the
your own movies, whereas there, are so many
movie really gives you an answer.
men who do that, wh6 star and direct in their
IT: Does this movie relate to your personfilms, I don't know any' women' who do 'that,
al experience?
so that was certainly an issue. When we were
VP: Yes, it certainly relates to' my personal
getting the financing, there were some compaexperience, in that I have' th,at question all the " nies that wouldn't give me the financing if I
time. And also, I grew up in ,Westerly in a
wanted to star in it, so I said no. The next
very traditional
Italian family and then I
movie I do I want It to be bigger, and I don't
moved to Boston to go to Harvard, and New
know how much of a struggle it will be yet,
York to go to theater school, and now I live in
because the studios, by and large" are where
Los Angeles, so I've lived in all these cities,'
you find the "boys clubs." I'm hoping that
and I just found when I sat down to write that
won't be the'case, but there are so few female
something that was really unique about my
directors there is certainly some kind of bias ..I
childhood and different from all the people I
don't know if it comes on the side of the
knew in cities was that the family was so ,financiers or that women just don't want to
important, the extended family even, and we, have so much responsibility, and want to have
had all these cultural get-togethers all the time
a family. There was no way I could have a
- every week we would have all our relatives
family when I was working this hard and this
o'ver and eat, and we also did the blessing of
much on the film ..
the bed when someone got marrie~ -. you
IT: What do you think the ha~dest part .of
weren't supposed to have sex before you get _ 'writing, starrip,g: directing, and producing a
married so you bless the bed to wish the' cou- - film was? '"'
.
pie luck, and the gardens are so import~t, and
VP: Well, I'm not done yet;' because it has
just the big personalities that people in my
to come' out in theaters so I don't have a comfamily have - when you go to cities, espeplete perspective on it, but so far the mot difficially LA, I think people tend to lose that.
cu~t thing for me was the financing because,
TT: Yau have a close relationship with
there was' nothing creative about it. It seems
your family - How did they feel about the - like you aren't spending your days in any kind
. 'movie?
of productive way - just running aroUnd on a
, VP: Well, there are two sides. At first I
treadmill. =Thewhole directing experience was
was supposed to be a doctor, and had gotten
incredibly challenging for different reasons
into medical school at Harvard, so for,a while
during the different stages of pre-production,
they thought I was kind of crazy; but now they
production, and post. That was all in a really
feel excited and thrilled for me, and. they've
positive way - really hard work and,a lot of
been completely' supportive. I think they were ;problem solving and Using all d~fferent parts .
just worried;' As far as the subject matter of ,of me - but it was all very fulfilling and didthe film, no one is taking it too personally:It's
n't feel like hard work.
not directly autobiographical, so I think they
IT: In your next film do you want to stay
appreciate
it's that I.love my upbringing
independent or go Hollywood?
'
enough to want to capture it in my first film.
VP: I think I can do whatever I decide I
TT: Your movie, being about an ethnic,
want to do; I really do feel like that. I'm not
family going through a wedding, invites comsure ifthe next film I'm writing I'll make with
parison to an<;lther independent movie that's
a studio or if it will be independent with a bigbecome quite wel~ known lately, My Big Fat'
ger budget. A much bigger budget (laughs).
Greek Wedding. How do ~e two mQvies COplTT: When did you first decide that you
pare?
would like to direct?
VP: Think -"My Big Fat Italian Wedding."
VP: I had always intended to direct at
First of all, I'm so happy that film is doing
some point in my life but I just thought I
well, because it's perfect timing for us in that
would wait until I was older and-act for a
we've just finished,this movie, and it's the
while first. I was-living in LA and I was feelcompletely same audience, and it's similar
ing not that satisfied with the work I was
themes in that it's about acceptance and love
doing'as an actress. I didn't want to have to
, and family values, but it's different in th~t it's
work my way up_doing things that I didn't
less broad and a little more edgy. Really really
feel fulfilled by, 'so instead I decided that I
~imilar, though ..
wanted to direct. I directed a short film first
TT:. What separates your movIe from a
a~d had an amazing experience ~ I actually
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wrote, directed, produced and starred in that
one as welt. So'then when I finished that, I
decided I wanted to do the same thing with a
.feature, so I knew when I was 'writing [Kiss
the Bride] that it was something that I wanted
to direct and produce and act in.
TT: Do you have any advice for college
students about getting into the industry?
VP: Well, I would certainly say follow
your dreams and do what you want to do.
Don't be influenced by your parents or your
teachers or whatever adults are in your life
telling you what to do. Really listen to yourself because I'm so happy that I did. Specific
advice about getting into filmmaking,
I
would say make a project, make your own
film. There's no reason why I even had to
wait as long as I did - I could have done it
right out of college, or if not that, right out of
theatre school. It's such a satisfying experi-
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ence and so much more fulfilling than trying
to find someone else's project to be involved
in. Obviously people who are at MIT are
smart and capable, and they should just make
their own.
IT: Any final thoughts?
VP: One is that because I made this completely independently, I really need support
from people in my home town and I feel like
Boston is my home town so I'm hoping that
people will really come out and support the
movie both at the festival and when it comes
out in -the theatres here. I hope that the students at MIT will have an awareness of it so
that they'll go see it. The other thing is that, in
particular to women, I think it really is more
difficult for us but there are more and more
opportunities. I hope that we will just all support each other and help each other to continue to raise the glass ceiling.

IIITOIIYILE _

UCEISE

Howwd G. NchoIs

THE MOST FUN YOU'LL GET.
OUT OF THE DMV.

8381 Cent. Ave.
Hometown
27670

%?l~
ANY STATE. USA

SF

A ~otorcycl~ operator license is more important than you think. The.fact is,
unhc~nsed nde~s are over-represented in fatal crashes. So get
yo~r lic~nse. WIllIe an afternoon at the DMY isn't much fun, having .
a Heen.se is something you can live with. ~LEiAFm-FOUIWlTlOl
•
This space donated by The Tech.
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DVD REVIEW

****

Two Discs of 'Wrath'
'Star Trek II- The Wrath of Klwn' Better than Ever
By Eric J. Plosky
ADVISORY BOARD

Star Trek II: The Wrath of Khan
Written by Harve Bennett and Jack B.
Sowards
Directed by Nicholas Meyer
Starring William Shatner. Leonard Nimoy.
DeForest Kelley. James Doohan. George
Takei. Walter Koenig. Ricardo Montalban.
Kirstie Alley
Rated PG
//3 minutes
HAAAAAAAANNNN!!!"
If you're
a fan of Star Trek, you'll know that
line Captain
James T. Kirk
(William Shatner) delivers it in this
movie, Star Trek II: The Wrath of Khan, to
his arch-nemesis,
the magnificently
evil
Khan (Ricardo Montalban).
In fact, you probably know all about this
fi 1m, widely regarded - even after two
decades - as the best big-screen Star Trek
movie. Kirk's midlife angst, the fantastic
space battle between our heroes' Enterprise
and the hijacked Reliant, the disgusting eel
crawling out of Chekov's ear, Spock's valorous death - it's all here.
1f you're not a fan, then this is the movie
to see. Captain Kirk, promoted to admiral,
again rides aboard the starship Enterprise
during a training cruise, overseeing,
with
Spock (Leonard Nimoy), the performance of
a cadet crew led by Lieutenant
Saavik
(Kirstie Alley, in her first film role, well
before Cheers).
Meanwhile, the diabolical Khan, a genetically-engineered
superman who fled Earth
way back in the 1990s (yes, the 1990s),
manages to take over the starship Reliant,

K

with which he attacks Kirk and company in
search of the Genesis device, this film's allpowerful MacGuffin. The aging Kirk fret.s at
being caught off-guard by Khan, but Spock
fares worse; he dies while saving the Enterprise. Did I mention that Kirk bumps into
his son along the way? There's a lot to keep
track of.
Thanks to the miracle of the DVD format, Khan looks better than ever. The
widescreen format fills in details missing on
the VHS release. Picture quality is top-notch
- so good, actually, that you can now see
matte lines and other indications of special
and optical effects. When the Reliant flies in
front of Ceti Alpha V, for instance, the planet can still be seen through the starship! The
sound is clear and crisp; James Horner's
score, all brass and cheerfulness, is loud and
distinct.
Packed wit~ extras, this two-disc set really satisfies. Following up on last year's special edition
of Star Trek: The Motion
Picture, Wrath of Khan includes all sorts of
goodies guaranteed
to satisfy and amuse
even the most ardent fans. The director's
commentary wanders on and off the topic of
this film, but Nicholas Meyer does answer
the most common question - yes, that is
Ricardo Montalban's real chest, not rubber
padding. A text commentary by legendary
tech guru Michael Okuda is a good simultaneous counterpart to Meyer's ramblings.
Harve Bennett,
the man behind this
movie, explains in one featurette how the
project got off the ground, and how it had to
be made as economically
as possible.
There's a short documentary
on Khan's
groundbreaking special effects and computer-generated
imagery. Another segment

includes interviews withShatner, .Nimoy, and Montalban,
discussing their involvement
in the film. Finally, the DVD
includes some original interview footage from 1982. Particularly
frightening
is
Nimoy's awful suit. .
All in all, this DVD,
release
goes a long way
toward explaining how Khan
revitalized the Trek franchise
and ensured it a future in feature films. Departing from the
first movie, Khan featured
more color, more action, more
focus on the Kirk-SpockBones relationship
which
Bennett calls the "trinity," a
charismatic villain - basically, the elements that made the
original
1960s television
series a success.
How Kirk copes
with
reaching middle age is one of
the movie's major story arcs.
Right from the beginning,
when he complains that "gal- '
loping the cosmos is a game
for the young" and reluctantly
accepts a birthday present of
_eyeglasses
from
Bones
(McCoy), it is apparent that
this movie belongs to Kirk;
Shatner is more than up to the task of doing
some serious acting, the aforementioned
"Khan" cry notwithstanding.
His scenes
with ex-lover Carol Marcus (BibiBesch)
and his heretofore
unknown son (Merritt,
Butrick), and his eulogy of Spock a~ the
movie's end,_~uring
which Scotty plays"Amazing Grace" on the bagpipes, are truly
moving.
In addition, Meyer was able, at long last,
to include some of the scenes that Paramount chopped out of the original theatrical
release. One crucia(bit
explains Midshipman Peter Preston's special credentials, giv-
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ing greater weight to his grisly death in the'
aftermath of Khan's surprise attack on the
Enterprise.' Other, less substantial, additions
include snippets of dialogue between Kirk
and McCoy, McCoy and Spock, and Spock
and Lieutenant Saavik. Also, a couple of
scenes are represented
by different takes;
Okuda's text commentary points them out.
If you're a Trekkie, you've'already
gone
out and bought t.his DVD set. If you're not,
well, go buy the set, or at least rent it. You
may not yell "KHAAAAAAAANNNN1!!"
any time soon, but your time will surely be
well spent.

***

One Hour Photo
Underdevelaped
Robin Williams Extends Creep Streak to Two
By Jed Home
STAFF WRITER

One Hour Photo
Written and Directed by Mark Romanek
Starring Robin Williams, Connie Nielsen,
Michael Vartan, Dylan Smith, and Gary Cole
Rated R
95 minutes
ark Romanek, in a bid to continue
to the success of other musicvideo-to-screen
converts
like
Spike Jonze, has created a well-.
paced and visceral thriller in One Hour.
Photo, with self-proclaimed
debt to the
loner-movie to end all loner-movies,
Taxi
Driver.
, But where Jonze's Being John Malkovich
was content to play games with madcap but
superficial characters, Romanek's ambition
'seems to be his undoing. The identity crises
in this film are strangely pedestrian, and his
conflicts,
unlike Martin Scorses'e's,
are
wishy-washy
and wholesome.
One Hour
Photo, despite its promise; is ultimately
about as fulfilling as a five-minute music
video, tantalizing the audience with fabulous
and piercing imagery but leaving important
characters
undeveloped
and worthwhile
questions unexplained.
Robin Williams
plays Sy Parrish,
an
avuncular but slightly anti-social technician
who works in the photo lab at a suburban
drugstore. Apart from droll philosophizing
and a few comic observations, Sy's window
into the personal
lives of his customers
spawns an unhealthy obsession with a prototypical yuppie couple - Nina Yorkin (Connie Nielsen),
reminiscent
of Being John
Malkovich's
Catherine Keener without the
edge, and her pretty but listless husband
Will (Michael Vartan), who looks like Tom
Cruise minus the chin. When Sy discovers
that Will is screwing around, his otherwise
pitiable mix of social neurosis and vaguely
weird good heartedness takes' a frightening
turn.
,
Romanek takes an interesting
premise
and runs with it - aided, of course, by the
protean Robin Williams. Complete with
slight pudge, a tuft' of dyed-blond hair, and
piercing blue eyes, Williams showcases his.
considerable talent, finally establishing his

M

a

humorless-psycho persona as more than just
a whim after the sleeper hit Insomnia: .
But the film does more than just showcase Williams. Like Jonze's film, One Hour
Photo has a'n eye for visual effect and, in
particular, color. The film is awash in blues
and whites,
a somewhat
clich6ed
but
nonetheless effective backdrop for a story of
isolation
and psychosis.
Even the photographs that Sy processes
are perfectly
composed and developed .,.- a slightly unreal
(and p~rhaps unintentional)
effect. And as
thrillers go, Romanek's attention to pacing
and sound effects keep this movie suspenseful and entertaining.
This makes the haphazard moralism and
missed opportunities
for real depth all the
more irritating. Whatever worthwhile questions the film raises seem swept away by the
muzak and endless white aisles at the Sav
Mart, Sy's workplace.
Is, Sy good? Is he
crazy? Romanek and Williams can't seem to
make you care.
'"
.,
Like American Beauty, One Hour Photo
is too forgiving of suburban alienatiqn. The
Y or~ins slip through 'the film as underdev,eloped side notes, and Nina's good heartedness appears to be an unintended. caricature.
During
an unintentionally
revealing
moment, Nina asks her'son Jake to send
good vibes to the poor Mr. Parrish. "Not
everybody. can be as lucky as we are," she
croons with. a, smugness t~at would have
gone punished in a better-developed film but'
is simply ign.ored in this one ..Nina',s character is undistinguishable
from the rows of
pink teddy bears at the Sav Mart, and h,er
husband's infidelity is, consequently, all the
more forgivable.
'
So without a' worthwhile moral dilemma
~ as far as I'm 'concerned,
the Yorkins
deserved to be killed, not just stalked - and
despite William's best efforts, Sy's character
leaves the audience more uncomfortable
than provoked.,As
a result, the film's ending;, also reminiscent of American Beauty,
doesn't offer much more.
Don't expect much mote than you would
get from perusing a photo album: glimpses
of interesting characters, it few well-framed
shots, and maybe a worthwhile story or two.
Nevertheless,
One Hour Photo is worth a
look.
r
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Services

Sunday, Sept. 15, 7:30 pm

Wednesday,

- Thurs, Sept. 27 10:30 am
& 5 pm
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A trumpet blast was so~nded in Lobby 10 on Sept. 5 fo
commemorate the 30th anniversary of the tragedy at the
1972- Olympic Games in Munich •. Terrorist attacks at the
1972 Games killed 11 Israeli athletes and one German
police officer.

Hillel Center, W I I

Kresge little Theatre

MIT Chapel.

Sunday, Sept 15 6: 15 pm

Sept. 26; 5:45 pm

Thurs, Sept. 27, 9 am

Monday, Sept 16 8:30am

& 4:15 pm

&5 pm

Etc.

Yom Kippur

Ticket ,Info: .

Break the Fasts
•

Tickets are required for
all Kol Nidre Services
,-and are available in
Lobby 10 or:' Sept 12
"

Go Global With MISTI
ORIENTATION

.. -

•..•.••........•....

SCHEDUL~S

:

"V'

.,

MIT Japan Program '
Sept 10, 5:30-7:3Opm, Bush Room
m_okuma@mit.edu

&'Sept 13.and
. . the Hillel Office

.~ommunity
Break the Fast in
Kresge Lobby following Ne'i1ah

A pre-fast meal is available at
Hillel. Reserve by Wed Sept II
<hillelrsvp@mit.edu>

SerVices

•

-', Spo'nS9red by:

Grad Studen~'Break the fast at

•

Canned Food Collection at all

Hillel Bldg.

MIT Hillel'

Kol Nidre Services

Building

W II

617-253-2982

~

'All.
Welcome!

MIl Germ~n~ Program
Sept 16, 5:00-7:0Opm, E38-7 fl
sbcrka@mit.edu

Fully Paid.
MIT Italy Program

3-12 mo.

sept 17, 5:30-7:30pm, E38-7 fl
ssferza@mit.ed!l
.

International
MIT China Program
Sept 18, 5:00-7:00pm, E38-7 fl
scang@mit.cdu ,

Internships

MIT France Program
'. Sept 19, 5:30-7~OOpm,88-7 fl
-sferrari@mit.edu

htto'://web.mlt.edu/mlsti/www/

. (Pind your

rh'ythm.)
,..

.,~~

/

Worldco, a leading proprietaty equity trading finn, headquartered
at 110 Wall Street in Manhattan, is currently seeking highly
intelligent, elite, opportunistic, strategic, and analytical thinkers.
Special individualS who are predictive, consistent, coolly. disciplined,
persistent, focused, intense, brilliant, talented, self-confident,
~~ellectUal, energetic, and fast.
.
Aggressive, rigorous, and logical students, MBAs, PllDs, dual degree
holders, academics, celebrated scholars, chess players and bridge
play~rs with. strong GPAs from Ivy League or other top
universities.
Backgrounds in statistics, mathematics, science, and physics are
highly.desirable.
Experience in quantitative analysis, hedging, fmandal modeling, computers,
forecasting, financial technology, pattern recognition, neural networks, infonnation
automation, video gaming, and electronic~ are also advantageous.
Candidates can leverage these characteristics and experiences, which describe
- many of the top traders now at Worldco, into a.successful and rewarding trading
career.
Qualified candidates will learn the fundamentals of consistent, profitable trading
from trading gUrus who will share their expertise and trading genius in this fertile
. arena. Through this optimal mentoring system, you will use contextual arguments
- and pointed inquiry to understand the volatility, and numeric, historical puzzle of
the equity markets.
Traders will uSe the most sophisticated, technologically advanced execution, quote,
and fllter systems, and high-speed internet access available. This translates into
real-time, live, direct and surgical ~ccess to the equity markets.
Worldco provides financial capital for trading ,activity. Semi-monthly payouts are
based sol~y on each trader's profitibility. Sponsorship for series 7, 55, and
24 securities licenses: Team growth oppOrtunities are available, globally, for
qualified; proven traders.
,Worldco "clearly discloses the ris~ that 'Proprietary Traders' share in both the profits
and losses of their trading activity." Worldco is a self-clearing finn and member of
the NASD, SIPe, DTC, an? oee.

Contact Information:
Fax 'full resume with cover letter to:' (212) 601-6352

or e-mail tOpattaud<Swldc.com

www.statravel.com
onLInE

\ u

on THE PHonE

DTRAVELI
on CAmpUI

»

on
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www.worldcollc.com
www.wldc.coin
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MITDrug

.Incidents
Dwarfed
By Peers'
C~ime, from Page 1
Harvard has about 20,000 students" including professional
students, while ''Berkeley has about
30,000 and MIT has about 10,000.
MIT reports few alcohol incidents
I
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~ Police dept. commends officers
In addi~on to crime statistics, the
police report. discussed two sets of
commendations for MIT Police officers.
On Nov. 24, 2001, MIT Police
i officers
John W. Carr, Jamie G.
DiGregorio,
Theresa L. Gomes,
Kevin P. Kirchdorfer, Robert 1. Molino, Orlando Tirella, and Joseph S.
West received commendations "for
an emergency response and life saving assistance to an attempted suicide
victim," the report said. An MIT
Police superVisor said. she was not
immediately able to elaborate on the.
, circumstances surrounding the incident.
On Dec .. 8, 2001, officers DiGregorio, Danielle J. Green, Sean C.
Munnelly, Tirella, and Richard Ward
received commendations
"for 'an
emergency response and life saving
treatment of heart attack victim,"
the report said ..
MIT police' had be~ome certified
_ to use semi-automatic external defibrillators in April 2001, and'on Dec. 1,
DiGregorio was the first MIT officer
to use the device oil a victim in Walker Memorial.
MIT's 'campus crime reports are
required by the federal Crime Awareness and Campus Security Act of

1990.
The complete 2001 MIT Police
reporf can be read online
at

Internships'in Politics
and Public Policy
Internships in

We help you find an internship and supplement your
experience with reading, writing and class discussion.'

.

a

web.mil,edu/milpsc

Lookinj). to get off .
campus tlils'semester?

Information and first class
rruesday, September 10
7:00 pm E51-385

.

The police report suJ?divided drug
and alcohol violations into referrals
_and arrests. MIT made five alcohol
. referrals, one alcohol arrest, two drug
referrals, and seven drug arrests. Five
of the drug arrests were on campus.
Harvard reported 62 liquor violations and 10 drug violations in 2001.
Berkeley reported several hundred
drug and alcohol violations.
MIT reported that it responded to
20 "crises," including nine psychiatric events, nine alcohol or drug
related events, and two suicide
attempts.
The MIT Police transported 566
students in 2001. Of these, 66 were
involved in emergencies, including
. sudden illness and 'athletic injuries;
196 were transports from one medical
,facility to another; and 304 were
medical shuttles to or from MIT
Medical.

Law
Health Care Policy
Environmental Politics
..Urban Politics
National, State & Local Politics
Civil & Human Rigl)ts Issues
Education

<http://web.mit.edu/cp/www/anrepOl
.shtm/>.
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MITStudent
pugwash
,Kickoff event with
Jeffrey Rosenblum of Tellus Institute on:

-S<ocialResponsibility & the
UN Summit on Sustainability,

.

,

'

Room 4-144

.Tuesday, September 10

.pugwash-request@mit.edu

"Web.mit.edu/pugwash -

Help Career Services Help You
.-.-Preparefor the Career Fair alid '
On Campu~ Recruiting.
.
ci

I

[

,

Get yo.ur resume a,nd cover letters critiqued during Walk-in Hours
,0
Take advantage of'o'ur Resume and Career Fair Workshops
o fick up quick interview tips'from Employers .

Walk-in Hours: .Everyday 11:00 am'- 1:00 pm
,

,

. , ,NEW: Extended Walk-in Hours: Starting, Sept. 18th
Every Wednesday 5 pm - 7 :00 pm and
Saturday. Sept. 21 st 10:00am - 2:90 pm
-

"

FaD Workshops:
Monday .
Tu.esday

Friday.
Monday
Tuesday

Register for workshops online'at http://~eb.mit.-edu/career/www/workshops.html
. Smart Resume
September 9
,"'3:~0 pm - 4:30 pm
3:30 pm -'5.:00 pin' .
Graduate Resumes
September 10
12:00 pm-l:30
pm .
.St?ptember 13
Smart Resume
How To Work a Career Fair
September 23
5:00 pm ~ 6:00 pm
How to Work a Career Fair
September 24
12:00 J?m - 1:00 pm'
Speci=:tlEvent: Employer Panel Presentation

September 16th at 5 pm.

*~n Campus Recruiting ~tarts September 26
**Visit qm~e of C~reer Services and Pre~rofessional

Advising newly redesigned

web page at http://~eb.mit.edu/career/www/
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fREE Ilems fOR 'liT STUDENTS
from Indonesia

MASTER, DANCERS

OF

BALI ..

Friday, October 4, 8:00pm
Sanders Theatre
. 45 Quincy Street, Cambridge'
Bqston Debut!

The Master Dancers of Bali capture the maiic of theh~.
fam~ Indonesian island with spiritual tfance ~an~,,. ",
glorio:uSly~16rfnl cOstumes" and fantastical masks.
Featuring seven of the most well- krio'\\1Jland 001-,_
ebrated Balinese danCers perfoniring five classic Ba~
.

"

I ..

linese dances, the Master DanCers represent three'gell":
erations of artists, including
year-old Ms. Ni Ketnt ,

so..

Cenik, the most expe~e~ced tradi tio~~l Balinese"
dancer performing in Bali today'-,
September 10 through September 15, 2002
Tuesday - Saturday 9am - 9pm
Sunday 9am - 5pm

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
,

From Mali

SALIF ':.KEITA
..

free admission

Saturd~~, October 19, 8:00pm

open to the public

.. Sanders Theatre
45 Quincy Street, Cambridge

The Castle
130 Columbus Avenue
Boston, MA 02115
We accept VISA, MasterCard, American Express~ J.Crew credit cards,
cash, and personal checks (with proper identification).
Directions: The Castle is located on the corner of Arlington Street
and Columbus Avenue across from The Boston Park Plaza Hotel,
one block from the Arlington Street "T" stop.

'Called the golden voice of Africa, Salif Keita pr,oduces
a mesmerizing sound wi~h chilling, ~0uJ,fid.vocals r;znd",
an infectioW) ,beat that has placed him a(the forefront '
of contemporary African music. For this special semi- .
acoustic concert, Salif Keita and.~is ien~Riece AjriCan .
band return to their roots to focus on Mali ,and the tra:..
ditions of the Bambdra, Ma~ilike'
s(in~~ke~peopzes
..:.r.

a/m

Pia IIIIckIll

••.PDs••••
iY
"11 E15?:205't..f, '...
Betweln."'" •5pia ,.lldi,

PlUSEllD I .....

Looking for something worthwhile to do this semester?'

COMMUNITY SERVICE CLASS
(17.903)
Information and first class session
Tuesday, September 1Q
7:00 pm E51-390
We help you find a place to volunteer and supplement your experience
reading, writing and class discussion

with

tutor kids, teens, adults, cook dinner for guest in a .shelter
design programs for youth, volunteer with the elderly
work on violence prevention programs, read to kids, teach a dance or art class
work on women's 'issues, do something about race, , poverty and human rights!
do whatever you're doing now but get credit. ..
For more info contact Tobie Weiner 253-3649,

iguanatw@miLedu
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New Building -Waits
For Lab Fundraising
Media Lab, from Page 1
tions they've been in for another
year," Tucker said.
The expansion delays are unrelated to the Media Lab's internal
financial problems, which earlier
this year led to budget cutbacks and
the layoffs of 30 employees, Tucker
said.

Page 15

MIT Western Hemisphere Project
Join us for pizza ,tonight, find. out what we do, help plan the year's activities!

"It's an independent
issue,"
~~as
said. "Fundraising for construction is separate from the dayto-day running of the Media Lab."
The general consensus among
the project leaders appears to be
that the construction
will begin
again in six to twelve months. "It
all depends on the fundraising,"
Ondras said.

Alpine Bagel Promises
senice Improvements .
Alpine, from Page 1 ,
night, Alpine closed two hours early,
posting a sign outside its door: "Out
offood:Closing at 9."
'~'It's
been a real challenge so far,"
Sullivan said. "Our staff missed out
on very valuable training time.~'

job there, so I thought they'd be a
good choice for MIT as well."
Unlike Courses, Alpine makes its
bagels fresh, Berlin said. The MIT
Alpine's pizzas and burgers make its
offerings broader than at other universities, he said.

Alpine pledges to improve service
Alpine's food receives acclaim
"There has been a lot of positive
Aside from criticism of the long .feedback so far on the food," Sullivan
. lines, students have been generally
said, but "there have also been some
complimentary about the quality of
service issues."
Alpine's offerings, which include'
Sullivan pledged to improve the
bagels, burgers, pizza, and smoothwaiting times. "The service experi:ies.'
.
ence is not where it needs to be, but
"The (ood has been pretty good
also not where it will be in a' few
- better than [Courses]," said James
weeks," he said.
R Warren '04, referring to the previPart of the service improvements
ous restaurant in Alpine's space.
will come from hiring more employ"The smoothies here are really
ees to meet the demand. "We now
good," said Alma E. Rico '06.
have six studentS who work here, b~t
"The smoothie
business
is
we'd like to ge~ that number to ten,"
41sane," Sullivan said. "We certainly
said Steve Baum, Alpine's vice presididn't anticipate the volUme to be so . dent of operations.
robust." .
The restaurant is normally open
"The quality 'of the bagels and .untilll p.m. on weeknights, and until
pizza are great for the ,prices," said. midnight on Fridays and Saturdays.
Richard D: Berlin ill, th.~ director of
The other new Student Center
campus dining. "I worked- wit,h . restaurant, Arrow St. Crepes, is slated
,Alpine .a(Duke ~an4 they did ~ ~per .' to open late.this month:

hemisphere-admin@mit.edu

http://web.mit.edu/hemisphere

.Make an-.educated, decision, and choose
.pes ,for Everyo~e for .a,11
y~ur computer

needs.

/

,._ ...;...

.Custom PCs, Motherboards, CPUs, Modems,
~ICs'" RAM, Cases, Hard Drives, Monitors, V~deo
Cards, CD/CDRW/DVD Drives and morel

.~ ~

1-$100 OFF
I

I

*5% discount off total purchase 'up to $100

'--

-

~.

-

---

Coupon

/

can not be combined
with other: discounts.

Notebooks
POWERHOUSE TRAVELER NOTEBOOK

model SP-1491E

'

. Mobile'lnt.eIIR1pentium4 Processor 1.6 GHz
128MB PC2100 DDR RAM
10GB HDD .
24XCD-ROM
nVidia GeForce - Go Video
14.1"' XGATFT Screen
56k modem & 10/100 NIC
'Int.egrat.ed802.11 b Wireless LAN
Smart Media Port
WindowsXP
Carrying Case

Int.ellRPent.ium
)
4 Processor 2.26 Ghz
256MB PC2700 DDR'RAM
60GB17200,.pm HOD
Keyboard I Mouse
Windows XP Home
Int.egrat.edUSB 2.0, 1394, 10/100 NIC
Digit.alAudio wit.h Opt.i~1 Out. .
*Mol1it.orNot. In,cluded.

$1 099

,~oo

. ~0\i

.

..J\oeO

0f..0\)~
,of,~ t'\\\\

C'l>~ G'l>~\(\':J'

:

24 C'HARLES STRE'ET
CAMBRIOGE, MA02141
Just % block from Cambridgeside Galleria
Mall with plenty of FREE Parking!!!'

HOURS: M-Th 9-7/ F-S 9-5

Upgrades

. ~ \of, ~\\
Gf,0~'l>~0S

'l>
,~(\o

~\~~o

Upgrades
$50
$59
$35
$119
$69

)
4 Processor 1.80GHz
Int.ellRPent.ium
128 MB PC2100 DDR RAM
.nVidia GeForce2 MX-400 w/64MB DDR
• 40GB 720Of~PM Hard Drive
17",Monit.or w/Speakers
Windows XP Home w/CD
Keyboard/Mouse
52XCDROM
Integrated Audio
DUnk 10/100 PCII100 PCI NIC
Corel Wordperfect Office 2002
PC Treasures PC Works Suit.e2002

NEWI 5huttl~' 5551 G

~~~\0\'
v-

1.7 GHz CPU
256MB
20GB HOD
CDRW
Windows XP Pro

THINKMATE(R) PERFORMANCE PC

PORTABLE PC

"'
•

b.~

v.

-- ~"'I~
.R.

..

2.4 GHz CPU
512 MB
:
Upgrade to Win XP Pro

~

~ ~]~

:

$69
$69
$69'

1

We build everyt.hing from simple low-cost. pes
to advanced deskt.op and rackmount. servers.

Upgrades

$1059

2.20 GHz CPU
:
256MB DDR
Swap CD for 40x12x48 CDRW
Microsoft Works Suite

$50
$53
$45
$89

617.395. 720

WMlPCSFOREVERYONE.COM
,

Check. ouf our website for products and prices.
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• Deal direct...no

middlemen
part of R.A.W. (Rlnnlgade Art Works)

• Fast turnaround
• Award winning
• Free delivery

& computer

literate

& Reasonable

prices

art department

• Most major organization

logos on file for easy

• Full color heat transfers

- no minimum!

• Web, print & graphic

art work at no charge

design

... and besot of all - no boring lec'tures

. Elizabeth Suto.

ph - 617-625-3335
fx - 617-625-0404
email -info@qrsts.com
www.qrsts.com

Kill~d by a drunk driv~r
on February 27, 1994, on Bell Blvd.
in Cedar Park, Texas.
.Ifyou don't stop your friend
from driving drunk, who will? .
. Do whatever it takes .
1:I:t1~:11;"111:1!:1I":IU:i I~:II;.'tll:l I'l :tll :lIW:,.

serving the M.I.T. Community since 1989

U.S.~oIT~_

Be a Tutor. Be a Mentor. BELL (Building Educated
Leaders for Life) provides academic after~school tutorials
that' increase the educ~tional opportunities and
achievements of Black and Latino children in Roxbury,
Dorchester, Mattapan and Allston.W~ are hiring college
students to work afternoons for up to fifteen' hours a week
at a rate of $9-11/hour, depending on experience.
For information call (617) 2~2 1567 xl13. Resume and '
cover letters may be faxed to 617-282-2698, or emailed to
xrhinehart bellboston.or

Books won't be th,e .o~ly
thing yo~'11take h~m_e~
• save up to 50%
• 20% off monthly

off used

books!

"Select Seventy"
• Frequent &lyer discounts!
.
• Heavily discounted sale books!.
• Over 120,000 titles on hancL
_.with booksellers that CK1Ually read them.

Freedom of Expression.
Sign up for AT&T Long Dista~ce
and get up to 4 hours of calling on' us:
Choose AT&T for Long Distance when you sign up
for local phone service. Then call 1 a77- COLLEGE
to add the AT&T One Rate 7( Plus Plan and
get up to 4 hours of FREE calling.

AT&T College Communications
~~~wodd.~~.

~AT.T

Long Distance • Internet Service • Virtual PrePaid Cards • International Calling

'Free minutes consist of monthly long distance bill credits and an AT&T Phone Card worth up to 2 hours of domestic calling.
Terms and Conditions apply. Bill credit offer expires 12/31/02. Go to www.al1.comlcollege/newterm
for complete details.

1256 Mass. Ave.
(at Plympton)
Steps (rom the
Harvard Sq.Req Ljne (1)

II

,.,,~..
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UAP Delivers 'State,'
Greets UA Members
UA Meeting, from Page 1
concern," he said.
Josiah D. Seale '03, the Undergraduate Association
president,
asked Trujillo "who in MIT Medical signed off' on the decision to
release records of medical transportation use to the administration.
Trujillo responded that he did not,
know:
The 63 newly-trained
student
emergency medical technicians are
currently in their final stages of
training,
and will soon replace
campus police officers in transporting' students for emergency
medical purposes. The system is an
improvement over relying on the
MIT Police, Trujillo said, because
it allows the police to focus on
maintaining
safe environments
without also needing to provide
medical attention.

Gass said that the MIT librarians "don't want people to be monitored as they study," and that privacy is a high priority; the cameras
are "recording, not monitoring."
Hayden had been open 24 hours
daily until 1995, when budget cuts
led to the current operating hours
of 8 a.m. to midnight.
Seale delivers State of VA .
In his State of the UA Address,
Seale welcomed all elected members of the UA and emphasized
their responsibilities
as "a crucial
link between the students and the
admiriistration." This year, he said,
the VA Council will focus on evaluating changes with alcohol policy, rush, banking, and Orientation.

DEVDOOT MAJUMDAR-THE

Get Art.

Empty room?

Hayden privacy addresse~

TECH

UA. Councilor Ross L. Hatton '05 questions Associate Dean of Student Life Daniel Trujillo at Monday
. night's UA Council meeting. Trujillo announced the development of new policies regarding student
alcohol violations.

Steven Gass, the associate
director for public services, also
addressed the 'council on. the Hayden Library's new 24-hour study
room, which is scheduled to open
later this semester.
Gass discussed
the privacy
implications
of planned security
measures, including a plan to coritrol access to the room with the
'MIT Card. There will also be a
security, camera monitoring
the
door to the study room to provide a
record of who those entering and.
leaving the room, he said.

"II,.~

Student Loan Art Program

, National TV news program
looking into po'ssibl~
overcro\yded, cramp~d, or
otherwise unacceptable
con.ditiops in university
donri~: If you have o~have
had a problem, please call.
" (212) 817-5530 or email
,dorms~ory@hotmail.~om.

Egg Don,ors',Needed,
'non-smokers .. Donors
Ages 21 :,32..'~Gener-'
ous. compensation
paid .. For more information contact Robert
N,ichols', Esq. t781)'
769~6900..; ,

*

Psychic

&' Tarot

Re3din]s

*

Card

by Sylvia

Tells past, present, &: future
answers all.questions and gives
'true and never failing advice
satisfaction Guaranteed!' ' )
(
50% off student discpunt .
. . on all Readings .
Call for info or appt.

, -h

Exhibit Open Daily Septe~ber
Public Recepti.on Sept. 10 5 - 7pm

LIST VISUAL
ARTS CENTER

Graduate Students'

3 - 15' 12 - 6pm
Reception Sept. 13 5 - 7pm

MIT UNDERGRADUATE AND GRADUATE STUDENTS ARE INVITED TO ENTER THE LOTTERY
WIESNER BUILDING E15
HTTP://WEB.MIT.EDU!LVAC
617.253.4680

MAJOR SUPPORT FOR THIS PROGRAM IS PROVIDED BY VERA G. LIST, THE CAMPUS ACTlvmES COMPLEX,
AND ENDOWMENTS GENEROUSLY ESTABLISHED BY JOHN TAYLOR AND ALAN MAY. SPECIAL THANKS
TO ISAAC M. COLBERT, DEAN FOR GRADUATE STUDENTS. THANKS TO TRADER JOE'S.

. '.

law, Violence and Justice

Prof. Austin Sarat
T~tIrsd~ys 1:00 ..3:00. pm.
E5,l~390'

r

*
C~

*

(781) 329-4800 ..

•. ACAftI..CO • JAMAICA

'SAItAMM' ,.

R..(YI\lA

Law in the United States i~ everywhere, ordering the most minute details
of daily life while at the same time making life and death judgments. It
claims to do justice arid to be justified in using ..violence to pursue its
. aims. We will attend to the peculiar ways the American legal system
deals. with the 'human' suffering-with examples ranging from the legal
treatment of persons living in poverty to the treatment of victims of
sexual. assault. How is law organized to' cope with their pain?How are the actions of pers<.>nswho inflict injuries on others defined
in legal terms? Here we will examinecases on self-defense and,
capital punishment. Throughout, attention will be given to the practices
of police, prosecutors, judges, and others who deploy 'law's violence.

.

-

For more information contact Prof. Sarat (adsarat@ari1herst.edu) or Tobie WeiDer (E53-484, 3~3639, iguanatw@mit.edu)

I
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CALL FOR APPLICATIONS'
The Council for the Arts at MIT Grants Program
is accepting applications for - its next deadline
.

September 27,2002
Please contact Susan Cohen to set up an -appointment to discuss your application'
An appointment is STRONGL RECOMMENDED'
email: cohen @ media.mit.edu
telephQne: 253.;.4005 _

X

MIT students, faculty and staff are eligible to apply
All types of arts projects are supported: visual, literary and performing arts
For more detailed information, read the Grants Guidelines on the web at: - .
http://web.mit.edu/a~s/grants/grantguide.html.
You may also submit your application from the web, at:
http://web.mit.edu/arts/grants/grantform.html
.
~
.
-.
The Council for the Arts at MIT is a volunteer group of alumni and friends established to support the visual, literary, .and performing arts at the.
Massachusetts Institute of Technology. Since its founding in 1972 by MIT President Jerome B. Wiesner, the Council for the Arts has worked "to foster
the arts at MIT ... [and] ... to act as a catalyst for the development of a broadly based, highly participatory program in the arts." App'ointed by the'
President of MIT to three-year terms, Council members serve as advocates and advisors to MITs Associate .Provost for the Arts:
-"

Alpha. ({hi jigma'

'1Brof essional <fltemistrl} f raternitl}"

Rush socials!
,Come meet us!

I.

Thursday, Septembe~ 12
Monday, September 16
7:00 - 9:00 PM'
West Lounge, 2nd, floor of the Student Center

Food will be served!
t

Alpha Chi Sigma is primarily for sophomores, juniors,
and seniors, but al~o rushes grad students and faculty - ,
involved in the chemical sciences in courses such as, but
not limited to: 'IE, 3, 5, 7, 10 '

Visit us on the web!
h tto:/ /web .mi t. edu/ axe/www /

If you have any questions about AXL or
.,-membership in AXL, please. 'E-mail
Andrew at acthomas@mit.edu.
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SPORTS
Football Defeated by Woroostet;
Early Deficit Hurts Engineers
...

By Tom Kilpatrick
and Spencer Cross
TEAM MEMBERS

With a mixture of confidence
stemming from an intense off-season training regimen and anxiety
over a restructured
offensive system, the
MIT football
team
opened its 2002 season with a loss to
Worcester Poly tech":
nic Institute. The. Beavers were
defeated
under the lights
in
Worcester 25-7.

7

MIT offense struggles in first half
MIT faced an early 12-Q deficit
after their first two drives ended in
punts and their third in an interception. The Beavers started the next
possession at their own 30-yard line,
and got off to good start .with a 14yard scamper by tailback Phil M.
Deutsch '04.
Quarterback Alex T. Kamal '03
finally got into a passing rhythm,
completing two first downs to wide
receiver Tom Kilpatrick
'05 and
drawing a pass interference
call.
Fullbacks
Dan Relihan '04 .and
Dave J. Ostlund '04 had several
solid runs as well.
From WPI's nine-yard line, on
his first reception
of the game,
receiver Warren Chia '05 completed
the 70-yard drive for MIT's only
touchdown. Freshman kicker Matt
Ramirez '06 added the extra point to
. make it 12-7 with 2 minutes left in
the half.
Unfortunately,.
four plays and
60 yards later, WPI scored its third
touchdown.
The Beaver defense
shut down WPI's point-after
try
for the third time so that the gap at

a

ROSHAN

BAUGA-THE

TECH

Engineer Monica F. Morrison '04 blows by her defender to
score MIT's fourth goal in their Saturday opening day match
against Grinnell. MIT won 4-0, and started the season off well
with a 1-0 record.

Volleyball Finds Depth
In Freshmen Recruits,
MIT Starts Season 2-1

halftime was 18"-7.

forced fumble.

WPI shuts down Beaver' offense

2002 lineup sees big changes
MIT returns 11 starters from
In the second half, MIT started
last year's 1-8 squad, including allwith the ball and drove 61 yards on
conference
selections
Brian D.
14 plays. Facing 3rd and 3, MIT
Hoying
'03, and Gronning
on
threw two incomplete passes to end
defense, and Keith V. BaUocchi
the drive. That was the last Beaver
'02 on offense.
scoring opportunity of the game. In
The big change this' year is in
the end MIT could not get the big
the offensive backfield, where an
play it needed to turn the game
injury
to . tailback
KaleD.
aro.und, and fell 25-7.
McNaney '05 and the departure of
WPI's offense drove for 378
Temitope
O. Sonuyi
'05 have
total yards, including 151 on the
forced last year' s quarterbac~,
ground by Preston Roberts. MIT.
. Deutsch,
to move to tailback.
finished with 210 total offensive
Sw'arthm'ore
transfer
Kamal
yards. Kamal.completed
13 of 29
passes
for 125 yards and one'. assumes quarterbacking
duties for
lhe Beavers this year.
touchdown, while Deutsch rushed
Relihan and Ryan Whittaker '03,
23 times.for 74 yards. Kilpatrick
who each missed last season, join
had eight receptions for 81 yards,
.ostlund to round out the backfield. '
and Chia' finished with two catches
.for 21 yards and the only Beaver
The offensive
line is led by'
touchdown. '
'
returning starters Keith G. Reed '04,
MIT's defense struggled early
Matt J. Krueger '05 and Justin M.
but improved in the heat and s\yeat. . Nelson '04. Spencer M. Cross 'OS,
Brent M. Schreibe~ '03, returning
switching from the defensive side of
the ball, and Ben F. Povlich '05 '~lTe
from a year off, led the effort with
the newcomers.
'
six unassisted tackles from the middle linebacker
position. CornerKilpatrick,
who came off the
backs Corey'D.
Carter '03 and 'bench last season, will assume a,
Mark D. Boudreau '05 played a
starti~g' role at receiver complesolid game, combining
for five
mented by Chia.
tackles.
On the defensive
line,
returning starter Lars A. Gronning
Looking ahead
'03 had a lot of help from Marie A.
MIT avoided serious injury in
Jury '04, Michael C.- Patrick 'OS,
the contest, but starters Schrei\>er '
and newcomers Brennan P. SheiTy
and Jury both, suffered
hand
'06, Kevin T. Rice '06, and Kevin
injuries. A lack of depth -on 60~h
Yurkevich '06.
_
.
offense and defense will make
At inside linebacker, Schreiber
health a major concern for -the
was assisted' by. returning players
Beavers this season.
Dan Lovell '03 and Jerimy R.
The B'eavers will us~ this week
Arnold
'03. On the outside,
to .prep~re for th~ir home opener
Michaer A. Terry '03, played a .-against Framingham State on Satsolid game with four tackles and a _ urday.

By Paul Dill

match at two to two behind the leadership of veterans Kelly A. Martens
'03 and Nydia M. Clayton '04 who
After losing five seniors
to
graduation, many expected this to
led the team with 16 kills each for
be a rebuilding year for MIT's varthe match.
sity women's volleyUnfortunately,
the comeback
ball team. However,
took its toll. The Engineers came up
with the injection of
a bit short in the deciding game, losone
of the
best
ing the match 2-3. But the team.
began to click and MIT swept both
recruiting classes in
the history of the proSusquehanna University and Salisgram, the Engineers are looking to_ bury State College ~-O.
start right where they left off last
There were strong contributions
thoughout the day from returnees
season. Last fall the team posted a
Lauren E. Frick '03 and Jill M.
top-twenty
national
ranking,
a
Kaup '03, while the new kids on the
number one regional ranking, and a
block made their presence in the
29-9 final record.
program known early.
MIT kicked off the 2002 season
with an away tournament
at
Freshmen setters Austin ZimFranklin and Marshall College in
merman '06 and Jenny C. AlexanPennsylvania.
With a lineup that
der '06 averaged eleven or more
assists per game, while Artis A.
had as many as four freshmen on
Reynolds '06, Joy N. Hart '06, and
the court at a time, the Engineers
Caroline D. Jordan '06 provided the
started slowly but saw continued
additional firepower needed to start
improvement
as the day prothe season with a record of 2-1.
gressed.
In their first match against Johns
The team will have its. home
Hopkins University, the team found
opener on Tuesday, Sept. 10 against
Tufts University at 7 p.m. in DuPont
themselves
down zero games to
Gymnasium.
two. MIT battled back to tie the
COACH

T

UPCOMING HOME EVENTS
Tuesday, Sept. 10
Women's Field Hockey v. Amherst College, 7 p.m.
Women's Volleyball v. Tufts University, 7 p.m.
Thursday, Sept. 12
Women's Field Hockey v. Bowdoin College, 6 p.m.
Friday, Sept. 13
Women's Tennis v. Babson College, 4 p.m.
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Juny Kim '05 carries the ball past a New England defender during the Reid Hockey game on.
Saturday. MIT lost to New England 4-2 and will play Amherst College tonight at 7:00 p.m. on
the turf.'
.

Write Sports for The Tech!
<spo~t.s @the-tech .mit.edu>

